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The	form	in	which	they	practice	aestheticsis	indeed	extremely	primitive.	However	much	I	may	theorize	in	this	book	-	for	the	most	part,	in	order	to	refute	false	theories,I	am	compelledto	expand	narrow	and	confining	conceptions	to	include	the	facts-	however	mqch	I	may	theorize,I	do	so	with	constant	and	full	awarenessthat	I	am	only
presentingcomparisons,in	the	senseindicated	above;	symbols,which	are	merely	intended	to	connectideasapparentlyremote	from	one	another,	to	promote	intelligibiliry	through	coherenceof	presentation,	and	to	stimulate	the	pupil	to	productive	work	by	showing	him	the	wealth	of	12	THEORY	OR	SYSTEMi	If	I	idea'But	not	t^ot"^tuP	i::-:t::1,laws'	v/aysin
which	all	factsrelateto	an	as	of	our	art	ascompletely	a	hand^icraft	shouldsucceedit	tt"trti,,g	'r':;;ii{"	if'	to	be	satisfied'And	I	would	be	proud	carpentercan	teachhi',	ti"t'	I'shall	'I	a	pupils	havetakenfromcomposition	familiarcuying]i'"";Jil;'	in	handicraft"	course	"	"d.pt	havegiven	themin	return	a	good	bai	aestheticsand	TT	THE	METHOD	OF	TEACHING	II
HARMONY	The	materialsinvolved	in	the	teachingof	musical	composition	are	commonly	divided	up	into	three	subjects:	Harmony,	Counterpoint,	and	Form.	Therefore,	I	will	proceed	in	my	study	from	the	possibly	uncertain	overtone	theory	becausewhat	I	can	deduce	from	it	seemsto	agree	with	the	evolution	of	the	harmonic	means.	Sch,nler	I	lb;d.	This
task	was	neither	explainednor	drilled	by	the	thorough-bassmethod.	Thus	I	may	devote	my	study	to	the	obiect,	the	material	of	music,	if	I	succeedin	bringing	what	I	want	to	show	into	accord	with	what	is	known	or	surmised	concerning	this	material.	Now	one	can	try	to	do	it	methodically;	then	it	usually	takes	quite	a	long	time.	For	music	has	not	yet
evolved	so	far	that	we	can	now	speakof	discardingtonality;	moreover,	the	necessityfor	explaining	its	requirementsarisesalso	from	the	needto	recognizeits	functions	in	the	works	of	the	past.	In	a	few	particularly	obscure	passages,the	interpolations	and	the	translation	represent	my	best	guess	as	to	Schoenberg's	intent.l	Certain	lengthy	paragraphs	of	the
original	were	divided	here	into	two	or	more	paragraphs,	where	the	original	paragraphs	were	clearly	divisible.	It	is	required	ofa	chord	that	it	consistof	three	different	tones.The	simplestof	suchchords	is,	obviously,	that	one	which	most	closelyresemblesthe	simplestand	most	evident	aspectsof	the	tone,	that	one	which	consists	of	fundamental,	major	third,
and	perfect	fifth	-	the	major	triad.	We	are	not	the	first	who	can	think!	The	discovery	of	our	scalewas	a	stroke	of	luck	in	the	developmentof	our	music,	not	only	with	regard	to	its	success,but	also	in	the	sensethat	we	could	just	as	well	have	found	a	different	scale,as	did	for	example	the	Arabs,	the	Chineseand	Japanese,	or	the	gypsies.That	their	music	has
not	evolved	to	such	heights	as	ours	does	not	necessarilyfollow	from	their	imperfectscales,but	can	also	have	to	do	with	their	imperfect	instruments	or	with	some	other	circumstancewhich	cannot	be	investigatedhere.	Nor	does	one	even	have	to	consider	present-day	music.	One	can	just	shake	the	box	at	random	until	the	tubes	are	inside	one	another.	E.
Namely,	that	movement	alone	can	succeedwhere	deliberation	fails.	But	I	cannot	on	that	account	forego	the	opportuniry	to	make	known	my	views,	through	an	occasionalhypothesis,	on	more	complex	relationships	(Zusammenhdnge)-	on	the	similarities	and	relationships	between	artistic	creation	and	other	human	activities,	on	the	connections	between
the	natural	world	outside	ourselvesand	the	participating	or	observing	subject.	The	numbering	of	chapters	has	been	added	for	the	sake	of	convenience.	It	depends	on	the	reason	you	were	fired,	and	the	rules	vary	by	state.	It	is	true,	his	chief	aim	was	to	present	the	uaft	of	harmony,	the	harmonic	usage	that	had	evolved	prior	to	r9oo,	and	to	present	it	as
systematically	as	possible,	leading	the	pupil	step	by	step	toward	mastery	of	that	craft.	This	is	after	all	a	textbook	of	taditional,	tonal	harmony	and	has	nothing	to	do	with	his	'atonal'	and	twelve-tone	music.	Yet,	even	if	adherenceto	them	does	not	help	the	pupil	attain	clarity,	intelligibility,	and	beaury,they	will	at	leastmake	it	possiblefor	him	to	avoid
obscurity,	unintelligibility,	and	ugliness.The	positive	Diatonic	Triads	3r	gain	of	a	work	of	art	depends	upon	conditions	other	than	those	expressedby	the	laws	and	is	not	to	be	reachedby	way	of	the	laws.	You	can	download	the	paper	by	clicking	the	button	above.	The	vay	of	history,	as	we	can	seeit	in	that	which	has	acruallybeen	selectedby	practicefrom
the	practichardly	leadshere	to	a	correct	judgment	of	the	real	relations.	I	do,	however,	assumefull	responsibility	for	all	shortcomings	of	translation.	But	with	this	book	(and	t	I&q	pp.	cle-q	the	f1d	is	the	first	degree,;;;"	Thur,	C	in	#':iilJf"i'ff	?,f";	fi	;,f,	t,u?:#lff"q:::::rn;'!leG;i,1{tf	r?,*J	g;r	fffl	i:l?:i'#:il:,T.T."ft'#l.lxintn*	*"	,i"i",,r'rl;;;lrhere	isone	m::
f':."1ff:Tfl'ffinl'fiTf	*::	mo.intervals	tw_o-minor	of	.qrrl	,ir",	fro.n	thirds.Triair-;f	of	,n.;;ff:;r;m.	I	do	not	wish	to	quarrelwith	honesteffortsto	discovertentativelawsof	art.	Adams,	is	entided	Theory	of	Harmony,r	as	is	the	present	translation.	Not	one	that	promotes	creativiry,	but	one	that	can	regulate	it,	if	it	will	allow	itself	to	be	regulated!	Instruction	that
proceedsthis	way	accomplishessomething	else,	as	well.	He	recognizes	that	any	material	can	be	suitable	for	art	-	if	it	is	well	enough	defined	that	one	can	shapeit	in	accordancewith	its	supposednature,	yet	not	so	well	defined	that	the	imagination	has	no	unexplored	territory	left	in	which	to	roam,	in	which	to	establishmystical	connection	with	the
universe.And	since	we	can	sdll	hope	that	the	world	will	long	continue	to	be	a	riddle	to	our	intelligence(Verstand),	we	can	say	in	spite	of	all	Beckmessers	that	the	end	of	art	is	not	yet	at	hand.	In	most	cases,	you	will	file	a	claim	with	the	state	where	you	most	recently	worked,	but	if	you	recently	relocated	from	another	state,	that	may	not	be	the	case.	e	.
This	mirror	imagedoesnot,	however,revealthe	plan	upon	which	the	work	itself	is	oriented,	but	rather	the	way	we	orient	ourselvesto	the	work.	It	imitates	the	euphony	of	the	single	tone	by	omitting	the	more	distant	overtones	and	reinforcing	the	more	immediate.The	triad	is	without	doubt	similar	to	the	tone,	but	it	is	no	more	similar	to	its	model	than,	say,
Assyrian	reliefs	are	to	their	human	models.	'Guidelines'	are	especially	worthy	of	mention.	From	the	errors	made	by	my	pupils	as	a	result	of	inadequateor	wrong	instructions	I	learned	how	to	give	the	right	instructions.	They	are	no	more	opposites	than	two	and	ten	are	'conopposites,	as	the	frequency	numbers	indeed	show;	and	the	expressions
'dissonance',	sonance'	and	which	signify	an	antithesis,	are	false.	Let	me	take	this	oppornrnity	to	extend	warmest	thanks	to	rny	former	pupil,	Erwin	Stein,who	has	not	only	done	a	most	conscientiousjob	of	correction	but	has	also	taken	this	opportunity	to	induce	me,	through	astute	and	unsparing	criticism,	to	remove	many	grave	shortcomings.	On	the
cooperation	of	these	three	factors	depends	everything	in	music	that	is	felt	to	be	art.	Life	and	death	are	both	equally	present	in	the	embryo.	Indeed,	the	key	may	be	expressedexclusivelyby	chords	other	than	its	own	diatonic	chords;	yet	we	do	not	then	considerthe	tonaliry	cancelled.But	doesthen	'In	the	tonality	in	effect	still	existi	effect,	that	is,
effectively',	effected	by	the	fundamentali	Or	has	it	not	acrually	been	cancelledalreadyl	It	is	neverthelessnecessary,as	I	said	before,	that	the	pupil	learns	to	manipulate	the	devicesthat	produce	tonaliry.	See	our	price	match	guarantee.	From	a	fundamental,	C,	these	overtones	are:	cr	g,	crr	r'r	B',	(bbt),	ct,	d2,	ezrfr	82,	Etc.	In	fact,	I	myself	and	my
pupilsAnton	von	WebernandAlban	Berg,and	evenAlois	Hiiba	believedthat	now	musiccould	renouncemotivic	features[aswell]	andremaincoherentand	compreI	hensiblenevertheless.	This	passing	note	soundsharsh	(whyi).	He	pulls	on	the	beam	just	as	gravity	pulls	him,	and	24	MAJOR	MODE:	DTATONTCCHORDS	in	the	same	direction.	Regardingnothing
as	given	but	the	phenomena.Thesewe	may	more	rightly	regardaseternalthanthe	lawswe	believewe	havefound.Sincewe	do	definitely	know	(rvr'ssez)	the	phenomena[as	facts]we	might	be	more	iustifiedin	giving	the	name,'science'(Wisnnschaf),	to	our	[direct]	knowledge	(Wissen)	of	the	phenomena,	ratherthan	to	thoseconiecturesthat	areintendedto
explainthem.	Consequently:	4.	t	lbid.,	p.	In	fact,	he	so	interwove	the	practical	with	the	theoretical	that	the	one	is	incomplete	without	the	other.	And	if	for	the	time	being	we	still	manage	to	escapethose	problems,	it	is	due	to	liitle	else	than	a	compromise	betweenthe	natural	intervals	and	our	inability	to	use	them	-	that	compromise	which	we	call	the
tempered	system,which	amounts	to	an	indefinitely	extendedtruce.	Spratt,	SpeculativeContentof	Schoenber	g'sHarmonielehre'.	Since	we	are	not	yet	concernedwith	motives	or	melodies,	theseproblems	would	hardly	be	relevant	here,	were	it	not	inherent	in	our	task	to	use	only	those	resources	that	6t	the	particular	siruation,	that	are	absolutely
necessary.To	learn	such	economy	can	only	benefit	the	pupil,	both	now	and	later.	Certain	idiosyncrasiesofSchoenberg's	style	have	been	retained	in	the	translation	wherever	they	could	be	accommodated;for	example,	his	use	of	the	colon	and	the	frequent	ellipses	and	incomplete	sentences.The	bracketed	interpolations	represent	efforts	to	clarify	the
author's	meaning	where	ellipsis	or	an	incomplete	sentencecould	createambiguiry	or	obscurity;	and	since	the	antecedent	I	Letters	(ed.	Yet	Professor	Adams,	intending	his	translation	as	a	practical	student	'the	essentials-	explanaedition,	followed	Erwin	Stein's	Guide,	included	only	tions,	directions,	examples'	-	and	thus	omitted	from	the	Theory	of
Harmony	virnrally	all	of	Schoenberg'stheoretical	commentary.r	This	new,	complete	translation	grew	out	of	the	conviction	that	the	abundance	'essential'	than	of	Schoenberg'stheorizing,	speculation,	and	polemics	is	no	less	the	purely	technical	material.	A	number	of	Schoenberg's	footnotes	have	been	transferred	to	an	Appendix,	particularly	those	that
extend	to	severalpages.Where	I	have	taken	this	liberty,	it	is	indicated	in	a	translator's	footnote	on	the	pertinent	page	of	the	text.	In	this	book	I	believe	I	have	succeededin	refuting	some	old	prejudices	of	musical	aesthetics.That	these	prejudices	have	remained	with	us	right	up	to	the	present	would	in	itself	be	proof	enough	of	my	contention.	The	pupil
should	tfierefore	enter	these	registers	only	for	a	short	time	and	leave	them	as	soon	as	possible.Whenever	the	treatment	of	solo	or	choral	voices	in	practice	indicates	otherwise,	it	is	because	the	composersought	some	compositionalor	acousticaleffectsirrelevant	to	our	presentaims.	Such	principles	would	sharewith	natural	laws	this	characteristicof
unconditional	validity.	brilliant,	wide-ranging	yet	well	focused,	expansive	yet	reflective,	eclectic	yet	comprehensible	.	389.	cde	MAJOR	MODE:	DIATONTC	CHORDS	zJ	It	could	not	be	decided	(becauseof	the	first	octave)	which	tone	was	correct.*	The	secondoctave	(in	which	the	overtonesof	.F	and	C	necessarilysound	more	faintly)	resolved	the	question	in
favor	of	e	and	b.	Such	triads	might	have	come	into	use	harmonically,as	it	were,	when	someonediscoveredit	was	possibleto	sing,	at	6rst,	the	6fth	with	the	fundamental,	later,	the	third	as	well;	or	it	might	have	happenedby	the	singing	of	parts	in	such	a	way	that	they	came	together	on	none	other	than	such	chords	as	these.	If	it	does	not,	if	the	ability	to
assimilatethe	dissonancesin	use	cannot	be	judged	by	the	samemethod,	if	the	distancefrom	the	fundamentalis	no	measureof	the	degreeof	dissonance,this	is	even	so	no	evidenceagainstthe	view	presentedhere.	If	everything	goes	well!	But	things	can	also	go	badly,	and	then	what	he	accomplishesis	lethargy.Yet	lethargy	produces	nothing.	Attempts	to
explain	artistic	matters	exclufr	Infra,	ChapterXVII	('Non-harmonic	Tones'),	for	example.The	entire	book	is	a	critique	of	musical	systemsin	generaland	the	maior-minor	harmonic	system	in	particular.]	THEORY	OR	SYSTEMi	IT	sively	on	narural	grounds	will	continue	to	founder	for	a	long	time	to	come.	With	newer	works,	at	first	strange,	he	must	be
allowedmore	time.	Indeed,	the	fact	that	I	openly	acknowledged	them	may	have	set	him	to	thinking.	Comfort	as	a	philosophy	of	life!	The	least	possible	commodon,	nothing	shocking.	Since	those	early	days	of	chaos,	most	states	have	adapted	and	made	improvements	to	handle	all	the	claims.	Quite	correct:	almost	everybody	does	know	that	nowadays.
Thesetriads,however,arenot	to	be	fundamentaltriads,asis	the	prototype,but,	for	the	sakeof	tonaliry,	free	imitationsof	the	idea:fundamental,third,	fifth,	i.e.	the	intervals	r-3-1.	The	laws	of	art,	however,	consist	mainly	of	exceptions!	Nor	have	,I	been	able	to	discover	such	principles,	either;	and	I	believe	they	will	not	be	discovered	very	soon.	i
FF'#i#i.;""::;F.i:#:#*#:r"jl'li'|!rn:ii	others.	Ifthere	is	a	distinction,	it	'more	theoretical'	than	can	only	be	that	the	technique	of	musical	composition	is	that	of	carpentry.	Here	its	aim	is	just	the	imitation	of	impressions,which	have	now	combined,through	association	with	one	another	and	with	other	senseimpressions,	to	form	new	complexesand	new
motives,	new	stimuli	(Bewegangen).At	this	stage,inference	of	the	external	stimulus	is	almost	certain	to	be	inadequate.At	all	stagesthe	imitation	of	the	model,	of	the	impression,or	of	the	complex	of	impressionsis	only	relatively	faithful.	Adding	these	s/e	get	the	following:	Fundamental	F	c	G	Overrcn2s	f	.	W,	Norton,	ry14;	Preliminary	Exercisesin	London:
Faberand	Faber,	1963;ar,dFundamentals	of	Musical	ComposiCounterpoint,	rrbz,London:	Faberand	Faber,	t967.Seealso	his	Style	andfdea	(LeonardStein,ed.,	London:	Faberand	Faber,	l97y):	this	volume	of	selectedessays(written	by	Schoenin	Theoryof	to	topicsdiscussed	berg	beveen	I9o9	and	r95l)	containsmany	references	Harmony.	If	this	voice	is
intended	to	stand	out	(for	example,when	an	inner	voice	has	the	melody),	then	it	is	well	that	it	sing	in	a	more	expressiveregister.But	if	it	is	inadvertently	conspicuous,	then	the	director	would	have	to	rely	on	shading,	he	MAJoR	MoDE:	DTAToNICcHoRDS	36	would	have	to	create	equilibrium	by	subduing	the	prominent	voice	or	by	strengthening	the
weaker	ones.	xvl	This	translation	is	based	on	the	third,	revised	(improved)	and	enlarged	edition,	completed	in	rgzr	and	published	in	ryzz.	If	you	lost	your	job	due	to	the	pandemic	or	other	reasons,	here	are	the	steps	to	take	next	to	file	an	unemployment	claim	online.Step	1:	Contact	Your	State	Unemployment	AgencyWhether	you	were	laid	off	because	of
the	pandemic	or	lost	your	job	due	to	other	unforeseen	circumstances,	filing	for	unemployment	benefits	is	one	way	to	cover	a	portion	of	your	monthly	bills	while	you’re	between	jobs.	And	that	is	just	the	point.	Since,	however,	the	presentation	of	harmonic	connections	is	not	so	much	concerned	with	these	effectsas	with	those	that	are	purely	harmonic,
the	following	principle	can	be	given	for	the	treatment	of	the	voices(this	principle	even	conforms	to	a	certainextent	to	common	practice):In	generaleach	voice	is	to	sing	in	its	middle	registerl	only	as	other	conditions	require	(difficultiesin	voice	leading,	avoiding	monotony,	etc.)	will	we	seek	out	the	higher	or	the	lower	register.	Probably,	whenever	the	ear
and	imagination	*	Perhapsthat	also	explainswhy	there	were	church	modes:The	effectof	a	fundamentaltone	was	felt,	but	sinceno	one	knew	which	tone	it	was,all	of	them	were	tried,	And	the	accidentals	areperhapsaccidents	in	the	modechosen,but	not	in	the	natural,	the	basicone.	Schoenberg	himself	provided	some	direction	for	any	would-be	translator	of
his	works.	Section	8	of	Chapter	XIX,	entitled	'The	Chromatic	Scale	as	a	Basis	for	Tonality',	was	added	to	the	first	edition	as	an	afterthought,	'after	completing	the	book.'	In	the	first	part	of	this	section,in	both	editions,	Schoenbergsummarized	the	principles	of	his	Theory	of	Harmony.	Neither	way,	however,	can	today	be	proved	with	any	certainty.	xxt
Leitfadenry	ScldnbergsHARMONIELEHRE,	and	the	first	and	seventh	St.	Martin'sPress-	Arnold	Schoenberg,	Letters(ed.	If	you	fail	to	file	your	weekly	claim,	your	benefits	may	be	delayed	or	stopped	altogether.	The	online	process	isn’t	just	helpful	for	pandemic	safety	reasons.	r:	r:i.	These	efforts	are	necessary.They	are	necessary,above	all,	for	the
aspiring	human	mind.	After	all,	,Fis	to	C	as	C	is	to	G.	Schirmer,Inc.,	c.	18,fn.	The	essentials,the	principles	set	forth	in	the	first	edition,	remain	intact	in	the	third.	Harold	Gumm/Harry	and	Albert	von	Tilzer	Professor	of	Music	at	Columbia	University,	expands	this	centennial	edition.	Other	things	came	of	their	own	accord	from	my	working	through	the
uaditional	system.Everything,	however,	is	basedon	a	steadycontemplationof	art,	hence,	is	firsthand.	to	reproduceSchoenberg's	Roy	E.	Whether	the	pioneers	of	music	arrived	at	this	scale	through	intuition	or	through	inference	(Kombination)	we	cannot	judge.	If	you’re	wondering	how	to	file	a	claim	after	all	the	changes,	we	can	help	you	figure	it	out.	An
interesting	by-product	appearshere:	The	two	tones	e	and	6	appear	in	the	6rst	octave,	but	e	is	challenged	by	,b,	b	by	bf.	3	Infra,	p.	He	then	continued	(pug	+l+	of	the	first	edition,	page	387	of	this	translation):	A	third	and	more	significantway,	however,would	be	to	work	out	an	ideaalready	mentionedin	this	book:	to	baseour	thought,	not	on	the	seventones
of	the	major	scale,rather,on	the	rwelveof	the	chromaticscale.	One	hasonly	to	look	in	the	mirror	from	another	point	of	viewl	then	one	can	believethat	mirror	image,too,	is	the	image	of	the	work	itself,	although	that	image,too,	is	acruallyproiectedby	the	observer,	only	this	time	the	imageis	different.Now	even	if	one	can	assumewith	certainty	that	the
observer	will	not	see	in	the	work	of	art	something	entirely	dilferent	from	what	is	actually	in	it	-	since	object	and	subject	do	indeed	interact	-	even	so	the	possibility	of	misapprehensionis	still	too	great	to	allow	us	to	say	with	absolute	confidence	that	the	presumed	order	is	not	iust	that	of	the	subject.	Chorale	harmonization	requireshim	to	devisechord
progressionshimself,	and	he	has	to	be	responsible	himself	for	their	effectiveness.	Yet	a	carpenter	will	never	think	of	setting	himself	up	as	a	theory	teacher,	although	of	course	he,	too,	has	to	teach	his	apprentices	the	handicraft.	The	same	reason	that	leads	me	to	this	new	interpretation	frees	me	from	the	obligation	to	specify	which	of	the
ideaspresentedI	considernew.	The	next	most	nearly	perfect	are	the	fifth	and	the	major	third.	MODULATION	rtg	Such	a	repetition	of	the	modulatory	chord	often	works	very	well	(I	call	that:	going	through	the	chord	again).	For	today:	to	know	somethingof	everythin]	without	understandinganything	at	all.	Most	obviously,	there	is	the	proposition	that	the
system	of	major-minor	tonaliry	is	no	necessity	of	music,	no	natural	law	-	even	if	it	is	partially	founded	upon	the	natural	laws	of	harmonics;	it	is	rather	a	convention,	once	viable,	now	exhausted,now	undoubtedly	to	be	'tonalities'	of	rwelve	modified	or	replaced	by	other	conventions,	perhaps	by	'tone	colour'	(seethe	last	two	pagesof	tones.	Nothing
intrinsic,	that	is;	merely	a	dimension,which	is,	however,necessarilyconsummated.Let	the	pupil	learn	by	this	exampleto	recognizewhat	is	eternal:change,and	what	is	temporal:	being(das	Bestehen).Thus	he	will	come	to	the	conclusionthat	much	of	what	hasbeenconsideredaesthedcallyfundamental,that	is,	necessaryto	beauty,is	by	no	meansalways	rooted
in	the	nature	of	things,	that	the	imperfection	of	our	sensesdrives	us	to	those	compromisesthrough	which	we	achieveorder.	For	it	is	harder	to	gaugethesedifferencesprecisely,sincethey	are	relatively	small.	Does	that	happen	by	chancel	It	looks	that	way,	but	I	don't	think	so.	fn	general,however,	he	should	seldom	overstep	to	any	significant	degree	the
bounds	of	an	octavel	whoever	wants	to	write	parts	comfortabte	for	the	voice	will	avoid,	even	in	acrualcomposition,extendedpassages	exclusively	in	one	of	the	outer	registers.	Here,	too,	I	is	left	out	and	VI	takes	its	place.Likewise,	in	rc8f,	rc8g,	and	ro8f,,	VII	and	III	are	the	decisive	chords.	The	distanceof	the	bassfrom	the	tenor	is	not	consideredso	long
as	it	is	not	too	great.	The	advantagesthat	aestheticsassuresthe	theorist	are	too	great,	however,	for	him	to	worry	about	this	absurdity.	But	it	can	also	be	done	another	way.	Without	a	doubt	the	former	are	more	familiar	to	the	ear,	while	the	latter,	hardly	perceptible,	are	rather	strange.	The	material	of	music	is	the	tonel	what	it	affects	first,	the	ear.
Where	in	the	system	can	we	find	logical,	mutually	consistentanswersto	thesethree'why's'i	In	the	senseof	beautyt	What	is	thatl	How	is	the	senseof	beauty	otherwise	related	to	this	systeml	To	this	systetn-	if	you	please!	!	These	systems!	ElsewheretI	will	show	how	they	have	really	never	been	just	what	they	still	could	be:	namely,	systemsof
presentation(Darstellung).	It	is	therefore	hardly	appropriate	to	formulate	chords	on	only	one	of	the	rwo	principles.	the	world	of	transientphenomena.'a	All	these	digressions	from	the	strictly	practical	aim	of	his	textbook	Schoenberg	justified	on	grounds	that	he	was	searching,as	the	pupil	should	search,for	explanation.	r,l:l'";-;""-1,?;,H.1:ixly,	;lil	rcy,.r	r
"iT.,"	on	II,III,	of	'd-m.inor','e-miner,t	,"-.j""r,';!::.r:i"tTtriads	o,	andvI	as	'J;'3:?)._:f	g*:l	;;i**ii'l	j:l,i:iilflffi	ffiJ:	:	T,	#:	i,fif	*hi.hi.th.'"	major	thirdil;;;	have	#"?',"J"":,1?:filearned'The	G;'	the	alsoused:,tonic^-for	followlngnamesare	irt"	lrt	afgr".,'dJ"r','#	;ji'.""a,'ir'1a""il'il1il:Th:,'htii:H::*j*:	,il't4;ln:f	rt	wi1	be	mentioned,.s:::1"	tn"	rr'"	'ppii.r#:;;i	hasa	namethatis
usei	time'	ProPer	il";;;#;:"jmsrances.	Hence,	he	could	not	give	his	unqualified	blessing	to	the	Practical	Guide.	All	the	same,the	state	of	the	observer	can	be	ascertainedfrom	the	order	he	sees.	Thus	the	pupil	learns	by	this	simple	example	to	heed	an	important	principle	of	handicraft:	to	make	characteristicuse	of	the	strengths	and	shortcomings	of	the
material	at	hand.	Nevertheless,	Schoenbergcould	not	be	satisfied	with	showing	the	pupil	ion,	something	'how',	is	done;	the	teacher	and	pupil	should	search	behind	and	beyond	tlle	trying	to	find	what	it	is,	and	why	it	is	so,	and	indeed,	whether	it	need	be	so.	And,	with	this	[changein	viewpoint],	the	teaching	of	composition	is	relieved	of	a	responsibility
that	it	could	never	have	fulfilled,	and	can	restrict	itself	to	that	which	is	really	its	task:	to	help	the	pupil	attain	such	skills	as	will	enablehim	to	produce	something	of	establishedefectiveness.It	does	not	have	to	guarantee	that	what	he	produces	will	be	new,	interesting,or	even	beautiful.	And	above	all;	this	scaleis	not	the	last	word,	the	ultimate	goal	of
music,	but	rather	a	provisional	stopping	place.The	overtone	series,which	led	the	ear	to	it,	still	contains	many	problems	that	will	have	to	be	faced.	Review	Quotes	"Schoenberg's	largest	and	most	important	treatise.	One	of	the	three	factors,	however,	the	world	of	our	feelings,	so	completely	eludes	precisely	controlled	investigation	that	it	would	be	folly	to
place	the	sameconfidencein	the	few	conjectures	permitted	by	observation	in	this	sphere	that	we	place	in	those	conjectures	that	in	other	matters	are	called	'science'.In	this	senseit	is	of	little	consequence	whether	one	starts	with	a	correct	hypothesis	or	a	false	one.	editionsof	Harmonielehre;	Erwin	Stein,trans.Eithne	Wilkins	and	Ernst	Kaiser);TheMusical
Quarterly'My	Evolution'l	CurrentMusicologjt'The	Arnold	Schoenberg,	John	F.	Everything	was	formulated	as	instructions	that	were	no	more	binding	upon	the	pupil	than	upon	the	teacher.	If	you	fail	to	answer	the	questions	correctly	—	or	don’t	consent	to	this	process	—	you	will	most	likely	be	asked	to	provide	the	agency	with	documents	that	verify	your
identity.Step	4:	File	Your	ClaimOnce	you	confirm	your	eligibility,	it’s	time	to	file	your	claim.	16	below).	Then	the	king	does	in	fact	follow	his	man.	g.	The	name,	dominant,	is	usually	justified	by	saying	that	the	Ist	degree	appears	by	virnre	of	the	Vth	degree.The	Ist	would	then	be	a	result	of	the	Vth.	The	problem	is	to	get	the	smaller	tubes	inside	the
larger.	Thus	it	happensthat	the	overtones	of	the	overtones	also	contribute	to	the	total	sound.	For	they	have	been	steps	in	the	same	direction.	It	is	thus	easy	to	have	a	'philosophy',	schauung',	a	if	one	contemplatesonly	what	is	pleasant	and	gives	no	heed	to	the	rest.	Even	in	the	limitations	of	the	individual	voices,	in	their	relative	incompleteness,there	are
advantages.*	The	necessity	for	utilizing	them	within	the	narrow	range	of	their	eflectivenessdemandscharacteristic	usage	and	treatment	consistent	with	the	material.	These	state-run	agencies	give	people	access	to	job	listings	and	career	training	resources,	and	registration	is	mandatory	to	receive	your	unemployment	insurance	benefits.	And	what	he
has	to	say	about	his	formal	purposescould	be	relatively	inconsequential.It	is	perhapssubjectively,	but	not	necessarilyobjectively,correct.	The	rest	-	which	is	just	what	matters	most.	ft	is	noteworthy	that	Schoenberg	wrote	the	original	edition	of	his	Theory	of	Harmony	during	approximately	the	same	years	in	which	he	composed	such	'The	Book	of	the
Hanging	Gardens',	works	as	the	Three	Piano	Pieces,Op.	t	r,	Op.	,t,	the	Five	Piecesfor	Orchestra,	Op.	16,	and	Etwartung,	Op.	17	-	his	'atonal'	first	works.	Intuition	and	inference	(Kombination)	assistedin	translating	the	most	important	characteristic	of	the	tone,	the	overtone	series,	from	the	vertical	(as	we	imagine	the	position	of	all	simultaneous	sounds)
into	the	horizontal,	into	separate,successivetones.	I	can	make	the	attempt	with	so	much	the	more	confidence	since,	as	far	as	I	know,	no	one	has	yet	refuted	the	theory	beyond	all	doubt;	and	since	no	man	is	able	to	examine	and	prove	everything	himself,	I,	too,	have	to	get	along	with	the	existing	knowledge	as	long	as	I	may	and	can	believe	in	it.	What	is
important	for	the	moment	is	to	establishthat	thesetones	are	very	closely	related	to	one	another,	that	they	are	next	of	kin.	During	this	interview,	you	will	be	asked	specific	questions	about	your	employment	background	and	other	information	mentioned	in	your	claim.	SeeChaptersXVI	and	XVII.]	TEACHING	I	t	t	i'	t	HARMONY	rt	in	a	certain
sense,composing.These	phraseswhich,	guided	by	the	instructions,	he	sketchesout	himself	can	lay	the	foundation	upon	which	his	harmonic	sense	of	form	can	develop.	M	CONSONANCEAND	DISS'NANCE	Art	in	its	most	primitive	state	is	a	simple	imitation	of	nature.	xv	Robert	D.	Finally,	I	shouldlike	to	thank	UniversalEdition,	Vienna,for	permission
musicexamples.	My	objections	to	this	method	I	vrill	reveallater	on.	For	it	gives	opportunity	to	lead	the	sixth	tone	(diminished	fifth	of	II)	to	the	fifth	tone	[of	the	key].	Schoenberg	did	not	consider	it	worth	his	while	to	document	his	occasional	referencesto	the	writings	of	others	or	even	his	quotations	of	examples	from	the	musical	literature	(see	p.	And	I
earnestly	hope,	nevertheless,that	this	edition	will	be	at	least	as	well	corrected	as	the	first,	if	not	better.	What	it	has	found,	however,	is	above	all:	comfort.	[No	r	e	The	last	three	of	theseexamples,rc91,	rc9m,	and	rc9n,were	addedin	the	revisededition,	as	well	as	Examplesr	rol	and	r	rol	below.]	b)	a)	d	109	-	e	-	'u5	"	v	'u	e)	Ct{}	ry	vtr	CI	4w.	Let	me
illustrate.	One	might	actually	give	preferenceto	modulations	that,	like	these,	are	able	to	avoid	repetitionsof	I	and	V.	Moreover,	the	revision	of	his	book	coincided	approximately	with	the	composition	of	the	Five	Piano	Pieces,Op.	,j,	the	Serenade,	-	the	first	piecesin	which	he	ventured	Op.	.4,	and	the	Suite	for	Piano,	Op.	"l	'Method	his	of	composing	with
twelve	tones	which	are	related	only	with	one	another.'	Thus,	it	is	perhapsnot	amissto	say	that	thesetwo	editions	mark	the	beginning	and	the	end	of	the	most	critical	period	in	Schoenberg'sartistic	career,	the	period	in	which,	having	finally	assertedhis	independencefrom	the	old	laws	of	tonaliry,	he	sought	the	stability	of	a	new	law.	One	of	the	foremost
tasksof	instruction	is	to	awakenin	the	pupil	a	senseof	the	past	and	at	the	same	time	to	open	up	to	him	prospectsfor	the	future.	The	title,	master,	is	beneathhim.	fndeed,	the	atomic	weight	and	valenceof	the	componentspermit	a	conclusionwith	respectto	the	molecular	weight	and	valenceof	the	compound.	Generally,though,	analysisis	more	a	test	the
author	uses	for	the	correctnessof	his	theory	than	an	advantagefor	the	pupil.	Therefore,	here	-	as	in	all	human	endeavors-	a	middle	way	must	be	chosen;the	question	is,	what	viewpoints	should	guide	us	in	determining	iti	It	will	lighten	the	task	of	both	teacherand	pupil	if	everything	presentedis	so	clearly	coherentthat	one	thing	grows	out	of	another.The
first	necessitythen	is:	to	restrict	attention	to	the	matter	at	hand,	freeing	it	from	all	that	is	more	remote.	T\T	THE	MAJOR	MODE	AND	THE	I	Y	DIATONIC	CHORDS	Our	major	scale,	the	series	of	tones	c,	d,	e,	f,	g,	d,	b,	the	tones	that	also	provided	the	basis	for	the	Greek	and	church	modes,	we	can	explain	as	having	been	found	through	imitation	of
nature.	If	you	have	any	difficulty	locating	your	local	center,	contact	your	state	unemployment	agency	for	assistance.	We	understand	today	better	than	ever	how	to	make	life	pleasant.We	solve	problems	to	remove	an	unpleasantness.Bug	how	do	we	solve	themi	And	what	presumption,	even	to	2	think	we	have	really	solved	theml	Here	we	can	see	most
distinctly	what	the	'Weltanprerequisite	of	comfort	is:	superficiality.	If	anything	dominates,	it	can	only	be	the	fundamental	tonel	and	every	fundamental	can	in	turn	be	governed	by	a	tone	a	6fth	below	it,	in	whose	overtone	seriesthe	former	fundamental	now	takes	second	place,	as	the	fifth.	THE	DIATONIC	TRIADS	We	begin	by	building	on	eachtone	of	the
scalea	triad	similar	to	the	fundamentaltriad	[the	tone	with	its	closestovertones].In	doing	so	-	to	set	down	immediately	a	principlethatwill	find	manifoldusein	whatfollows-	we	transfer	to	othercases,we	imitate,what	we	haveseenin	a	precedent.	The	minor	third	and	the	major	and	minor	sixths	are,	in	part,	not	relations	of	the	fundamental,	in	part,	not
relations	in	the	ascending	direction.	But	now	beginsthe	error.	For	wheneverthe	pupil	has	the	meansto	do	it	himself,	he	will	understandit	so	much	better,just	bydoingit,	than	he	could	by	analysis-	that	is,	he	will	understandthe	harmonic	aspectof	music.	Professor	Spratt	views	Schoenberg	.	Here	it	must	suffice,	first,	to	affirm	that	Schoenberg'sgeneral
statementsin	his	Prefaceto	the	third	editions	accurately	summarize	the	differences	between	the	two	editions,	and	secondly,to	cite	a	few	of	the	more	important	changes.	The	characteristics	of	the	voices	indicate	the	requirements,	supported	by	experience,for	their	combination	in	choral	writing.	I&o,	pp.4-t.	Such	instmction	can	thus	bring	the	pupil	to
love	even	the	errors,	if	only	they	have	stimulated	thought,	turnover	and	renewal	of	intellectual	stock.	Then	they	will	search	as	he	does.	Who	today	would	want	to	admit	that	[my	statementabout	tonality	is	true]	even	if	I	proved	it	still	more	incisively	than	I	shall	do	herel	The	power	that	the	theorist	has	to	have	to	fortify	an	untenable	position	comes	from
his	alliance	with	aesthetics.Now	aestheticsdeals	only	with	the	'conservative'.	Someone	who	teachesmusical	composition	is	called	a	theory	teacherlr	but	if	he	has	written	a	book	on	harmony,	he	is	called	a	theorist.	It	does	not	matter	which.	eternal	things,	thus	always	comes	too	late	in	life.	For	my	part,	I	have	tried	to	show	as	many	different	means	for
modulation	as	possibleand	to	demonstrate,or	at	leastindicate,the	wealth	of	possiblecombinations.Again,	the	first	exercisesin	modulation	aim	merely	at	the	quickest	and	simplestsolution	of	the	problem;	but	with	every	newly	masteredmeans	t-he	aim	must	be	extended	accordingly.	W.	In	general,	I	am	happy	to	note,	I	was	able	to	leave	the	book
unchanged,even	where	I	have	come	one	step	or	severalcloser	to	the	truth	since	the	writing	of	the	first	edition.	Possibly	it	is	a	book	iust	for	the	advanced	student	or	for	teachers.In	that	caseI	should	be	sorry,	for	I	should	have	liked	it	above	all	to	be	of	use	to	beginners.	One	need	only	work	diligently	through	this	Guide,	forthriehtly	taking	what	little	is
worth	keeping;	that	way	one	can	leavemy	entire	Theoryof	Harmonyalone,unchanged.s	The	Guide,	in	outline	form,	cites	page	and	line	of	Schoenberg's	text	where	the	pupil	or	teachermay	find	the	namesof	chords,instructionsfor	building	and	connecting	them,	pertinent	examples,and	suggestedexercises.These	things	the	'must	pupil	unquestionably
learn';	he	may,	if	he	chooses,ignore	all	the	rest.	For	the	edition	of	r9rr,	toward	the	end	of	Chapter	XXI,'Chords	Constructed	in	Fourths',	Schoenberg	wrote	a	long	footnote	attacking	aesthetic	dogma	and	the	aestheticiansand	theorists	who	try	to	preserve	that	dogma.	It	does	not	amount	to	much	more	than	some	pretty	talk;	yet	the	main	thing	the
theorists	have	borrowed	from	aestheticsis	the	method	of	apodictic	assertions	I,	3.	Such	completenessis	not	indispensableand	may	be	forthwith	discardedif	one	has	some	other	aim,	say,	to	present	a	certain	characteristic	period	in	the	life	of	the	hero.	If	this	book	is	on	the	way	toward	becoming	what	I	can	require	of	myseld	then	much	credit	must	go	to
him	for	his	initiative.	The	task	of	having	to	choose	between	these	two	effectswill	not	be	given	the	pupil	while	he	is	concerned	with	the	purely	schematic	presentation	of	harmonic	relations.	Now	if	the	C	is	taken	as	the	midpoint,	then	its	siruationcan	be	describedby	reference	to	two	forces,	one	of	which	pulls	downward,	toward	I,	the	other	upward,
toward	G:	G	^	c	T	Y	F	Here	the	dependenceof	G	on	C,	with	which,	strictly	speaking,	the	force	of	the	C	is	exerted	in	the	same	direction	as	that	of	the	.F,	may	be	considered	like	the	force	of	a	man	hanging	by	his	hands	from	a	beam	and	exerting	his	own	force	against	the	force	of	gravity.	The	properties	of	the	human	voice	relevant	to	our	present	task	are
as	follows	(most	instruments,	moreover,	reveal	similar	properties):	There	is	a	register	in	which	every	no$nal,	healthy	voice	singseasilyand	without	strain,	the	middle	registerl	and	there	are	two	registers	that	demand	more	effort	and	causemore	fatigue,	the	high	and	the	low.	Auflage;Wiesbaden:	The	Subjekt:the	observer(including	the	listener);the
Objekt:the	observed.Schopenhauerdevelopedhis	theory	of	the	relation	betweenSubjekt	and	Objekt	in	his	World	as	Will	and	ldea.	Norton	-	C.	The	introduction	of	another	terminology	at	this	stagewould	have	no	purposeand	could	hope	for	little	success.SinceI	still	have	to	operatewith	these	notions,	I	will	defineconsonancesas	the	closer,simpler	relationsto
the	fundamental	tone,	dissonances	as	those	that	are	more	remote,more	complicated.The	consonancesare	accordingly	the	6rst	overtones,and	they	are	the	more	nearly	perfect	the	closerthey	are	to	the	fundamental.That	means,the	closerthey	lie	to	the	fundamental,the	more	easily	we	can	grasp	their	similarity	to	it,	the	more	easilythe	ear	can	fit	them	into
the	total	sound	and	assimilatethem,	and	the	more	easily	we	can	determine	that	the	sound	of	these	overtones	together	with	the	fundamentalis'restful'and	euphonious,needingno	resolution.The	sameshould	hold	for	the	dissonancesas	well.	These	steps	may	take	place	as	you’re	filing	your	application,	or	they	could	be	the	last	steps	in	determining	your



eligibility.	This,	then,	is	the	way	this	book	came	into	being.	If	the	scaleis	analysis,then	the	chord	is	synthesisofthe	tone.	ForumMyLPAllSearch	the	forumUnanswered	PostsMy	KVR	0Industry	Focus	Blog	&	InterviewsVideosLearnMusic	by	KVR	Members	THEORYOF	HARMONY	ARNOLD	SCHOENBERG	Translatedby	ROYE.	The	value	of	such	a	method	of
composition	cannot	be	overlooked,	even	by	those	who	do	not	believe	it	is	indispensableto	all	composition	whatsoever.	In	my	teaching	I	never	sought	merely	'to	tell	the	pupil	what	I	know'.	From	the	6rst	chapter	to	the	last,	Schoenbergexplicitly	renounced	any	claim	'theory'	of	harmony	or	a	't*teory'	of	anything	at	all	-	at	that	he	was	writing	a	least,	not	a
systematictheory.	r	v	t	r	CT	Vtr	11I	afitr	v	uvr	CT	uIu	VI	G	YIII	C-c	o	€c	CI	eW	e$:	$o	.	Instead	of	the	hasty	appeal	to	some	future	theory,	Schoenbergnow	pursued	the	topic	indicatedin	his	title,	at	which	he	had	just	arrived	in	r9r	r,	by	'such	outlining	how	a	theory	could	begin.'2	Now,	after	that	outline	Schoenbergconcluded	the	chapter	by	stating	rwo	of
the	assumptions	that	underlie	both	his	book	and	his	music	that	the	evolution	of	harmonic	theory	had	reached	a	frontier	it	could	not	cross,	at	least	not	for	a	while;	and	that,	therefore,	music	now	stood	at	the	door	to	a	new	polyphonic	'harmonies	era,	in	which,	as	in	past	times,	will	be	a	product	of	the	voice	leading:	justified	solely	by	the	melodic	lines!'8
In	the	edition	of	r9r	r,	again	in	Chapter	IV	(p.	Therefore,	we	need	do	no	more	here	than	affirm	this	distinction	and	proceed	to	use	both	positions	without	asking	about	the	basis	or	purpose	of	their	effects.	But	these	theories	are	not	so	constructedthat	the	aestheticjudgment	follows	as	a	consequenceof	their	first	principles,of	the	logical	developmentof
theseprinciples!	On	the	contrary,	there	'beautiful'	or'not	is	no	coherence,absolutelyno	coherence.These	judgments,	beautiful',	are	entirely	gratuitous	excursionsinto	aestheticsand	have	nothing	to	do	with	the	logic	of	the	whole.	t	43ff,	r97ff,	zeo,	2or,	zo1f,	z17f;	frccr	treatment,	78zf;	and	sixth	chord,	56ff;	seealso	Sixth	chord	Six-four-rwo	chord:	seeTwo
chord	Sixth,	zz,	45f	and	87	(leap);	Dorian,	427	[author's]	footnote	-,	Neapolitan,r77,234ff,	251,26tff,264,	z7	1,	z8z,	372ff,	376,	384,385,	386	Sixth	chord,	;4f	(in	recitatives),55ff,7tff,	8yf;	in	minor,	royff;	guidelines	for	its	use,	rzJ;	in	major	as	Neapolitan	sixth	(q.v.),44f	-,	augmented,	249ff	Sixth	degree,1z;	in	minor,	97ff,	ro7	footnote;	guidelinesfor	its	use,
rz41	in	the	cadence,t	g4[	;	in	the	deceptivecadence,	r77ff	$ee	also	Close,	deceptive);	in	modulation,	r611as	secondaryseventh	chord,	r9z	Sixths,	parallel:seaThirds,	parallel	Soprano:	see	Voice,	human	and	Outer	voices	Subdominant,	1z;	relationship	of	the	minor,	zzzff,	zzyff	(guidelines),	256ff;	in	cadences	on	secondary	degrees	treated	as	temporary
tonics	(tonartmdssig	ausgeftihr	t),	7o7,	185,	786	-	region,	rI9,	r;off,	t85,	r9r,	zr8f,	zzlf	(in	minor)	Suspension,	l41f	(six-four	chord	as),	3t6f,	33t,312ff	free,	333ff;	interrupted,	337	Sustained	voice,	zo9,	zrzff	System	of	harmony,	yff,	ryff,	93f,	3ryff,	32fi,	728ff,	784ff,	789,4o8;	rorrnding	out	the,	349ff	of	tertian	construction,	r94f,	ry6,	1rrff,	1ry,	1zrf,	388f;
and	of	chords	constructedin	fourtlts,	l.99ff,4o6ff	-,	TOPICAL	INDEX	-,	tempered,	2r,	2jff,	28,	47,	427	[author's]	footnote,	jr4,	t2o	[Temperament:	ree	System,	tempered]	Tenor:	see	Voice,	human	and	Middle	voice	Third	degree,	32,8c.,	ro6f	(minor),	r34	(in	the	[authentic]	cadence),	rgof	(as	seventh	chord	with	diminished	fifth),	r9z	(as	secondary	seventh
chord)	Third(s),	22,	26,	z9y;	minor,	rg4,	z4ri	major,	2,411see	also	System	of	tertian	construction	-,	parallel,	6yf,	67	footnote	-,	root	movement	by'.	Only	activity,	movement	is	productive.	comprehensibiliry,	For	natureis	also	beautiful..	The	articlewas	completedin	August,	1949.	'The	dedicationwas	intended,while	he	yet	lived,	to	give	him	a	little	pleasure.It
wasto	expressvenerationfor	his	work,	his	immortal	compositions.And	it	wasto	bear	witness	to	the	fact	that	his	work,	which	the	educatedmusicianspassover	with	a	superior	shrug	of	the	shoulders,evenwith	contempt,is	adoredby	one	who	perhaps	alsounderstandsa	thing	or	two.	He	may	ignore	the	prefaces,	the	first	three	chapters,	and	the	first	section	of
the	fourth,	as	well	as	the	last	chapter	and	many	sentences,paragraphs,	and	pages	from	other	chapters.Roughly	estimated,the	unessentialportions	make	up	at	least	one	third	of	Schoenberg's	treatise.	He	understands	that	harmony	-	balance	-	does	not	mean	6xity	of	inactive	factors,	but	equilibrium	of	the	most	intense	energies.	If	the	scaleis	imitation	of
the	tone	on	the	horizontal	plane,that	is,	note	after	note,	then	chords	are	imitation	on	the	vertical,	notes	sounded	together.	Once	its	author	is	out	of	the	way	-	the	living	obstacleto	iudiciouscutting	-	three	quartersof	the	text	must	then	surely	go	by	the	board.	Nearly	all	unemployment	agencies	accept	claims	online,	especially	in	light	of	the	COVID-19
pandemic.	Your	changesgo	beyond	the	limit	of	what	even	my	Americanisedconscience	can	permit.2	Always	acutely	conscious	of	Schoenberg'scaveatrl	have	tried	to	observe	the	following	rules	(which	are	to	some	extent	self-evident,	thus,	should	be	stated):	(r)	above	all,	the	senseof	the	original	should	be	at	leastas	clear	as	it	is	in	the	original,	including
the	subtletiesof	emphasis,of	connection	and	contrast	of	ideas,	etc.l	(z)	as	implied	by	the	6rst	rule,	the	translation	should	be	idiomatic	in	the	new	language	-	that	is,	the	reader	should	not	be	reminded,	at	least	not	too	often,	that	he	is	reading	a	translation;	and	(3)	so	far	as	is	consistent	with	the	first	two	rules,	the	author's	manner	of	expression	should	be
reflected	in	the	translation.	But	even	what	is	negative	is	gain,	since	through	avoiding	such	particulars	as	presumably	hinder	the	realization	of	artistic	valuesthe	pupil	can	lay	a	foundation.	Not	only	doesit	assurethoseacousticaldistinctions	that	help	to	distinguish	the	parts	clearly	from	one	another,	but	it	also	affords	that	acoustical	uniformiry	that	at	the
same	time	makes	it	easy	to	hear	the	parts	as	a	coherent	whole,	as	chords.	He	shows	that	there	are	problems	and	that	they	are	unsolved.	447-72tand	the	lettersto	Mahlerincludedin	the	English	edition	of	Schoenberg'sLctcers,	pp,	2gttr.l	T	THEORY	OR	SYSTEM	OF	I	pnESENTATION?	After	the	c	the	next	strongest	tone	is	g,	becauseit	occurs	earlier	in
the	series,therefore	more	often	than	the	other	tones.	Once	we	are	cured	of	the	delusion	that	the	artist's	aim	is	to	create	beauty,	and	once	we	have	recognized	that	only	the	necessityto	produce	compels	him	to	bring	forth	what	will	perhaps	afterwards	be	designatedas	beauty,	then	we	will	also	understandthat	comprehensibilityand	clarity	are	not
conditions	that	the	artist	is	obliged	to	impose	on	his	work,	but	conditions	that	the	observer	wishes	to	find	fulfilled.	3r),	he	wrote:	It	should	not	be	said	that	order,	clariry,	and	comprehensibilitycan	impair	beauty,	'	Irfro,	Appendix,	pp.	Now	if	the	work	bearsthe	samerelation	to	its	author,	if	it	mirrors	what	he	projects	into	it,	then	the	laws	Ie	thinks	he
perceivesmay	also	be	iust	such	as	were	presentin	his	imagination,	but	not	such	as	are	inherent	in	his	work.	2	ffienna:	Universal-Edition),p.	Into	life	itselt	where	there	are	such	energies,such	struggles	-	that	is	the	direction	instruction	should	take.	'To	follow'	means'to	obey',	but	fusing	the	two	meaningsof	the	word	'to	also	come	after'.	Schoenberg
undoubtedly	referred	to	such	statements	as	that	quoted	above	from	the	original	edition	when	he	wrote	(in	ry4g)	of	exaggerationinhis	Theory	of	Harmony,	of	the	intoxicating	enthusiasmof	having	freedmusic	from	the	shacklesof	tonaliry.	It	is	doubtful,	once	the	question	is	raised,	whether	suclt	referencedoes	not	agreejust	with	the	simpler	attributes,	and
especially,whether	it	still	agreeswith	the	more	complicated.To	reach	a	conclusionin	this	matter	it	is	not	necessary,nor	is	it	enough,	to	think	of	the	developmentsectionsof	sonatasand	symphoniesor	of	the	harmonic	relationsin	operaswhose	music	is	continuous	(durchkomponl'err).	But	here	we	are	con'follow'.	For	no	one	guards	his	properry	more
jealously	than	the	one	who	knows	that,	strictly	speaking,	it	does	not	belong	to	him.	The	teacherwho	does	not	exert	himseld	becausehe	'what	tells	only	he	knows',	does	not	exert	his	pupils	either,	Action	must	start	with	the	teacher	himself;	his	unrest	must	infect	the	pupils.	Whatever	the	reasonfor	the	lame	ending	in	r9r	r,	he	did	continue	in	the	revised
edition.	Prices,	promotions,	styles	and	availability	may	vary	by	store	&	online.	People	call	that	But	this	is	just	as	absurd	as	a	conservative	express	train.	But	only	such	directions	should	be	given	as	can	really	serve	that	ultimate	purpose;	and	others	are	to	be	avoided	if	they	contribute	nothing	to	that	purpose:	namely,	those	that	develop	certain	skills
which	exist	only	as	ends	in	themselves,merely	becausethey	grow	out	of	the	system.	As	Schopenhauer	shows	in	his	theory	of	colors,	however,	a	real	theory	should	start	with	the	subject.And,	iust	as	he	considersthe	colors	physiologicalphenomena,'conditions,	modificationsof	the	eye',z	so	one	would	have	to	go	back	to	the	subject,	to	the	senseof	hearing,	if
one	would	establisha	real	theory	of	tones.Now	it	is	not	my	aim	to	presentsuch	a	theory	or	even	a	theory	of	harmony,	nor	do	I	possessenough	abiliry	and	knowledge	to	do	so;	I	am	rather	simply	trying	to	presentthe	harmonic	meansof	music	in	such	a	way	that	they	can	be	directly	applied	in	practice.	Perhapstheir	tones	are	often	even	more	natural	than
ours	(that	is,	more	exact,	more	correct,	better);	for	the	temperedsystem,which	is	only	an	expedient	for	overcoming	the	difficulties	of	the	material,	has	indeed	only	a	limited	similarity	to	nature.That	is	perhapsan	advantage,but	hardly	a	mark	of	superiority.	A	Lehre	can	be	a	theory;	it	is,	essentially,the	collection	of	facts,	laws,	opinions,and
theoriestaughtwithit	a	certainfield	of	learning.Textbooksof	harmony	as	thosein	English	are	quite	often	in	Germangenerallybearthe	title,	Harmonielehre,	simply	entitled	Harmotty.This,	the	most	generaltitle,	would	perhapsbe	the	most	accuratetranslationof	Schoenberg'stitle;	but	sincethe	book	is	far	more	theoretical	than	the	usual	textbook	of	harmony,
and	sinceit	is	conrmonly	cited	in	English	as	Thcoryof	Harmonyritwx	deemedappropriateto	retainthat	title	for	this	Schoenberg's	'Harmonielehre'has	beenvarinew	translation.Within	the	text,	however,the	word	'instruction'	or'course	in	harmony'	and	ously	translated,accordingto	its	context,as	the	like,	or'harmonic	theory'.	The	earliermight	even	be	viewed
as	a	rough	draft	of	the	later.	Spratt-	like	Schoenberg,	a	searcher-	for	the	constant	stimulus	of	his	insight;	to	Mrs.	The	latter	serveshere	as	the	meansof	modulation;	and	the	following	III	of	G,	sinceg	[the	I	chord]	does	not	appearuntil	the	close	of	the	example,	can	be	regarded	as	a	substitute	for	I,	with	which	the	cadence	begins.	As	the	third	and	fifth	of
thesetriadswe	do	not	write	(if	we	may	sayit	32	M	A	J	O	RM	o	D	E	:	D	T	A	T	O	N	T	C	cHoRDs	this	way)	the	tone's	own	scale,d,	we	do	not	write/f	..intervaTs;thus,	on	rhe	second	tone	of	the	c-major	ani	,l;;rJJ'rh,"'yolr^r9*;,fand,a,to	thatin	our	veryfirsrexercises	make	sure	tt"	,;;;;;	J,ir	o"	r"rr.In	other*oras,	in	th"	buirdonth-e';;;;,'';,:,-ol	e"	majorscale	weuseno
il:;'"1i:,,il"Ti5	nc,,l*,?ffi:ffi	il:h	ji:::x';{,!:::t,,i"}j),",i',on",	rr	r	't	lv	v	vr	ur	The	individuar	tr'.ro*".i,onJ;i:TL::11"ff:';T:I#'.I:ooo,tu,.to,	each	may	serve	as	tney	are	calleddesreet..	The	last	copyright	date	is	ry49.	[1	Ferrucio	Busoni,	Sketchof	a	Nep	Estheticof	Music	in	Three	Classicsin	the	Aesthetic	of	Music	(New	York:	Dover	Publications,r96u),pp.	Such	an
overtone	bears	the	closest	similarity	to	the	fundamental	(after	the	octave),	therefore	contributes	most	to	the	qualiry	(Charakteristik)	of	the	sound,	to	its	euphony.	xtv	must	unquestionably	learn	more	than	mere	chords	and	rules	for	manipulating	them.	The	natural	model,	the	tone,	exhibits	the	following	characteristics:	r.	It	is	enough	just	to	look	at	a
piece,say,	by	Wagner,	Bruckner,	or	Hugo	Wolf	to	raisedoubts:	whether	obstinatelymaintaining	a	common	fundamental	at	the	beginning	and	end	of	a	piece,just	on	principle,	is	reallyorganic	any	more,	where	there	are	so	many	details	that	can	iust	as	well	point	elsewhere;whether	this	traditional	device	is	not	used	here	merely	becauseit	is	traditionl
whether	here	a	formal	advantagehas	not	given	rise	to	a	formalistic	conceitl	whether	tonality	here	meansperhapsmore	the	purely	external	recognition	of	a	law	established	by	custom,	thus	does	not	spring	from	a	structural	necessity.	If	no	voice	is	to	stand	out,	then	all	voices	will	seek	out	registerswhose	acousticalpotential	is	approximately	the	same.For,
were	a	voice	to	sing	in	a	more	brilliant	register,while	the	others	move	in	a	duller	register,that	voice	would	naturally	be	quite	noticeable.	But	it	quickly	becomesimitation	of	nature	in	the	wider	senseof	this	idea,	that	is,	not	merely	imitation	of	outer	but	also	of	inner	nature.	It	should	be	quite	different	!	A	real	systemshould	have,	above	all,	principlesthat
embraceall	the	facts.Ideally,	just	as	many	facts	as	there	acrually	are,	no	more,	no	less.Such	principles	are	natural	laws.	But	the	teacher	must	have	the	courage	to	admit	his	own	mistakes.	'Gustav	Mahlerhad	to	do	without	pleasures	greaterthan	that	which	this	dedication	intendedfor	him.	Again	the	deceptive	cadenceis	to	be	highly	recommended,since	it
veils	the	goal	without	obscuring	it.	Perhapsit	is	indefensibleto	try	to	derive	everything	that	constitutes	the	physics	of	harmony	from	one	of	the	components,	say,	just	from	the	tone.	Consequently,	the	relationship	is	characterizedby	a	dependenceof	the	fifth	on	the	fundamental,	rather	than	the	converse,	where	the	fundamental	would	be	governed	by	the
fifth.	On	the	contrary,	it	will	be	our	aim	to	modulategradually,	to	preparethe	modulation	and	make	it	evolve,	so	asto	form	the	basisfor	motivic	development.Analysis	of	masterworksshows	that	modulation	(say	that	from	the	principal	theme	to	the	secondary)	occurs	almost	exclusivelyin	this	manner;	and,	since	the	teacher'stask	can	only	be	to	impart	the
technique	of	the	masters	to	the	pupil	and	to	stimulate	him	thereby	wherever	possible	to	go	on	to	composing	on	his	own,	every	other	purely	theoretical	method	is	then	clearly	irrelevant,	We	can	pass	over	the	question	whether	such	modulations	as	Richterr	recommendscould	ever	form	the	basis	for	motivic	development.It	is	certainly	doubtful.	For	nature
is	also	beautiful	where	we	do	not	understandher	and	where	she	seemsto	us	unordered.	Translator's	footnotesare	designatedby	Arabic	numeralsand	are	enclosedin	square	brackets.	Better	to	tell	him	what	he	did	not	know.	r	(New	York:	PhilosophicalLibrary,	r948).The	title	Harmonielehre	hasbeenvari'Manual','Textbook',or'Theory	of	ously
translatedas'Treatiseon	Harmony',and	Harmony'.	Perhaps	the	latter	statement	merely	makes	clear	what	he	had	intended	to	say	in	the	first	edition.	I	should	like	this	book	to	be,	wherever	possible,	a	textbook,	thus	to	serve	TEACHINC	HANMONY	r7	practical	ends:	that	is,	to	give	the	pupil	a	dependablemethod	for	his	training.	While	you	may	be
breathing	an	initial	sigh	of	relief	once	your	initial	claim	is	processed,	be	sure	to	maintain	your	eligibility	status	by	continuing	your	job	search	as	directed.Step	6:	File	Your	Weekly	Payment	Request	and	Keep	Up	the	Job	SearchOnce	you	start	receiving	unemployment	benefits,	you	have	to	file	weekly	or	biweekly	(varies	by	state)	payment	requests	online
to	be	paid	—	no	exceptions.	Sooner	or	Iater	the	one	as	well	as	the	other	will	certainly	be	refuted.	Schoenberg'schapter	divisions	and	subdivisions	have	been	retained,	although	one	or	two	chapters	are	guite	long	and	one	or	r,wo	quite	short.	We	can	easily	seethat	today.	z.	asa	deterministwith	respectto	nature,a	relativistwith	regardto	culture,a	Spinozan
naturalistin	the	senseof	regardingnatureasan	exemplarysystemand	regardinginferencefrom	natureas	a	vital	force	in	culturerg	and	concludesthat,	in	his	considerablereverencefor	nature	and	natural	law,	and	in	spite	of	his	cultural	relativism,	Schoenbergclearly	remained	within	the	Pla'No	law	is	eternal	except	as	it	removes	itself	from	tonic	tradition	of
rationalism.	They	do	not	take	the	much	more	modestand	truthful	way:	to	affirm	that	the	exclusionssimply	have	to	do	with	what	is	not	commonusage.Wltat	is	really	not	beautiful	could	hardly	be	made	to	sound	beautiful,	certainly	not	in	the	sense	these	aestheticiansintend.	It	is	unimportant	anyway.	Had	I	told	them	merely	what	I	know,	then	they	would
have	known	just	that	and	nothing	more.	FrederickJameson).]	THEORYOR	SYSTEMI	Beauty,	since	art	itself	does	not	belong	to	themi	What	would	they	be	if	it	were	to	become	clear	to	everyone,	for	all	time,	what	is	being	shown	here	once	againl	What	would	they	be,	since,	in	realiry,	art	propagates	itself	through	works	of	art	and	not	through
aestheticlawsl	Would	there	really	be	any	distinction	left,	in	their	favor,	between	themselvesand	a	master	carpenterl	Someonecould	declarethat	I	am	going	too	far,	that	nowadays,	as	everybody	knows,	aestheticsdoes	not	prescribe	laws	of	Beauty	but	merely	attempts	to	infer	their	existence	from	the	eflbcts	of	art	(Kwstwirkungen).	s	Mo&ls	for	Begilners
in	Composition,New	York	G.	Applied	to	our	presentconcern,that	means:Let	the	pupil	learn	the	laws	and	effectsof	tonality	just	as	if	they	still	prevailed,but	let	him	know	of	the	tendencies	that	are	leading	toward	their	annulment.Let	him	know	that	the	conditions	leading	to	the	dissolution	of	the	system	are	inherent	in	the	conditions	upon	which	it	is
established.Let	him	know	that	every	living	thing	has	within	it	that	which	changes,develops,	and	destroys	it.	It	is	asserted,for	example:	or	not	beautiful	would	be	more	correct	and	forthright).	f'.t	Su-irt	::r	-:	chL"c	r-rc	.'r	:	--r	-	-,	augme:^.tei.	These	nearestrelatives	are	just	what	gives	the	fundamental	tone	stability;	for	it	representsthe	point	of
balancebetween	their	opposing	tendencies.This	scaleappearsas	the	residueof	the	propertiesof	the	three	factors,	as	a	vertical	projection,	as	addition:	Oyertones	Fundamental	F	c..f	f	C	G	.a	c.g.c.e	cdcb	f	de	ca	Adding	up	the	overtones	(omitting	repetitions)	we	get	the	seven	tones	of	our	scale.Here	they	are	not	yet	arranged	consecutively.But	even	the
scalar	order	can	be	obtainedif	we	assumethat	the	further	overtonesare	also	in	effect.	And	only	such	principles,	which	are	not	qualified	by	exceptions,	would	have	the	right	to	be	regardedas	generally	valid.	And	so	perhapsthis	activiry,	too,	will	eventuallyreturn	to	me.	Whether	there	will	then	be	guarter	tones,	eighth,	third,	or	(as	Busonir	thinks)	sixth
tones,	or	whether	we	will	move	directly	to	a	tJ-tone	scalethat	Dr.	Robert	Neumann	has	calculated,2we	cannot	foretell.	In	this	sensealsoI	havelearnedthis	book	from	my	pupils.And	I	must	takethis	opportuniryto	thank	them.	Tonality	is	a	formal	possibility	that	emerges	from	the	nature	of	the	tonal	material,	a	possibility	of	attaining	a	certain	completeness
or	closure	(Geschlossenheit)by	means	of	a	certain	uniformiry.	Herein,	for	one	who	seesthrough	it	all,	the	recognition	of	guilt	expressesitself	as	guilt	The	thinker,	who	keeps	on	searching,	does	the	opposite.	Then	why	not	start	moving	right	awayl	But	comfort!i	Comfort	avoids	movement;it	thereforedoes	not	take	up	the	search.	It	is	clear	at	least	that	with
this	[the	figured-bass]method	the	pupil	is	not	practicing	the	primary,	but	rather	a	secondary	matter.	And	it	is	just	as	certain	that	the	world	of	feeling	somehow	takes	into	account	the	entire	complex,	hence	the	more	distant	overtones	as	well.	But	most	pupils	do	needinstruction;	and	I	say:	if	you	do	teach,then	say	all	that	can	possibly	be	said.	In	the
overtone	seriesr*which	is	one	of	the	most	remarkable	properties	of	the	tone,	there	appear	after	some	strongersounding	overtones	a	number	of	weaker-sounding	ones.	And	the	theorist,	who	is	not	usually	an	artist,	or	is	a	bad	one	(which	means	the	same),	therefore	form	as	[1	Note	that	Schoenbergviewed	instructionin	harmony,counterpoint,and	to
composiinstruction	constitutinginstructionin	composition,or	rather	PreParatory	non	(Infra,	p.	To	the	man	of	vision,	even	that	will	not	be	the	end.	I	have	aspiredto	develop	such	a	systemhere,	nothing	morel	I	do	not	know	whether	I	have	succeeded	or	not.	The	latest	reprint	was	edited	by	Josef	Rufer,	whose	Preface	is	dated	Autumn,	1966.As	noted	in	his
Prefaceto	the	seventh	editionr2	Rufer	made	a	few	minor	alterations	following	Schoenberg'smarginal	notes	(dated	March,	rgzz)	in	a	'Handexemplarmit	Fehlervormerkungen'	(author's	copy,	indicating	errata)	and	in	addition	deleted	four	of	Schoenberg'sfootnotes.	It	is	hardly	appropriate,	on	the	one	hand,	to	present	chords	as	if	they	had	germinated	and
developed	spontaneously,as	they	are	usually	presented	in	the	teaching	of	harmony;	nor	is	it	appropriate,	on	the	other	hand,	to	explain	polyphony	as	nothing	else	but	voice	leading	that	merely	follows	certain	conventional	rules	and	doesnot	considerthe	chords	resulting	from	the	coincidence	of	parts,	as	usually	happensin	the	teaching	of	counterpoint.
From	this	point	of	view	it	is	thus	of	little	importance	for	the	explanationof	harmonic	problems,	whether	sciencehas	already	refuted	the	function	of	overtones	or	only	raisedsome	doubts.	He	rewrote	this	passageas	follows:	This	is	not	to	say	that	somefurure	work	of	art	may	do	without	order,	clarity,	and	but	that	not	merelywhat	we
conceiveassuchdeservesthesenames.	.g.b	.d.	t	It	o,	Appendix,p.	Additionally,	if	your	application	is	denied	for	any	reason,	you	have	the	right	to	file	an	appeal	to	try	to	overturn	the	denial.Step	3:	Verify	Your	IdentityDuring	the	initial	application	process,	each	state’s	unemployment	division	will	ask	you	to	verify	and	authenticate	your	identity.	As	often
asthe	theoristshave	beendisavowedby	reality,	wheneverthey	declaredsomething	to	be	inartistic	'which	did	not	with	their	rules	agree'('was	nicht	nach	ihrer	Regeln	Lauf'),l	they	still	'cannot	forsaketheir	madness'('vom	Wahn	nicht	lassen).For	what	would	they	be	if	they	did	not	at	leasthavea	leaseon	[1	If	ye	by	ruleswould	measure	What	doth	not	with	your
des	agree,	Forgettingall	your	leaming,	Seekye	first	what	its	rulesmaybe.	-	,	lines	for	its	use,	rz3;	in	the	dec.:':.	In	a	letter	of	z7	October	rg32,	he	wrote	of	the	likelihood	that	his	Harmonielehrewould	be	translated	into	English;	but	he	feared	that	the	result	'on	a	level	above	the	colloquial	and	the	journalistic'.	These	are	definedas	follows:	Hannony:	the
srudy	of	simultaneoussounds(chords)	and	of	how	they	may	be	joined	with	respectto	their	architectonic,melodic,	and	rhythmic	valuesand	their	significance,	their	weight	relative	to	one	another.	Moreover,	the	Vth	degree	readily	follows	(II-V);	but	even	if	II	makes	a	deceptive	cadence(II-I	or	II	to	the	augmented	III),	the	result	is	still	quite	characteristic.
This	exampleis	noteworthy	becauseit	shows	us	that	the	modulation	does	not	absolutely	have	to	go	to	I,	but	that	the	cadence	can	begin	with	a	degree	that	is	characteristic	in	the	same	sense,say,	with	III,	VI,	perhaps	even	with	IV	or	II.	Moreover,	he	gave	expression	inhis	Theory	of	Harmony	to	a	number	of	the	notions	that	have	most	excited	the
rwentieth-century	musical	world.	This	marryr,	this	saint	passedavay	beforehe	had	establishedhis	work	well	enoughevento	be	ableto	entrustits	future	to	his	friends.	Even	the	untrained	observer	finds	these	conditions	in	works	he	has	known	for	some	time,	for	example,in	all	the	older	masterworks;	here	he	has	had	time	to	adapt.	This	improvement
springs	from	my	pedagogical	experiences,as	does	yet	another:	a	number	of	my	instructions,	which	originally	left	up	to	the	pupil	choices	that	could	be	undesirable	to	the	teacher,	are	now	more	binding	and	more	exclusive.	You’ll	be	required	to	answer	some	questions	about	any	work	you	completed	each	week	as	well	as	any	other	income	you	received.
4rz.	Should	one	succeed,as	said,	in	defining	the	problems	sensibly	and	presenting	them	intelligibly,	even	though	the	overtone	theory	be	false,	then	the	goal	could	still	be	reached-	even	ifit	turned	out	after	rome	time	that	both,	overtone	theory	and	explanation,	were	false	(but	this	outcome	is	by	no	meansinevitable).	Our	noblest	impulse,	the	impulse	to
know	and	understand	(erkernen),makesit	our	duty	to	search.And	evena	falsetheory,if	only	it	was	found	through	genuinesearching,is	for	that	rquon	superiorto	the	complacent	certaintyof	thosewho	reject	it	becausethey	presumeto	know	(wissen)-	to	know,	althoughthey	themselveshave	not	searched	!	It	is	indeedour	duty	to	reflectover	and	over	againupon
the	mysteriousorigins	of	the	powersof	an	(Kuutwirkungm).	In	the	revised	edition	this	footnote,	thoroughly	reworked	and	greatly	expanded,	appearsas	text,	as	the	last	secrion	ofthe	chapter;	and	for	the	revised	edition	he	also	wrote	a	new	footnoters	discussing	and	denouncing	the	use	of	the	word	'atonal'	and	its	implications.	a	store	is	chosen	for	you.	Of
course	this	possibility	of	total	order,	theoretically	attainable	by	rigorous	application	of	serial	methods	to	all	aspectsof	music,	did	not	seemto	interest	Schoenbergas	it	has	some	subsequentcomposers.He	did,	nevertheless,invent	the	'Method	of	composing	with	twelve	tones	which	are	related	only	with	one	another'	and	thereby	demonstrated	that
Schoenberg,	the	composer,	was,	after	all,	looking	'order,	for	some	explainable	clarity,	and	comprehensibility'in	his	music.	But	the	effect	is	that	his	force	works	against	the	force	of	gravity,	and	so	in	this	way	one	is	justified	in	speakingof	the	two	opposing	forces.	Even	if	the	presentallows	us	to	envision	a	future	freed	from	the	restrictivedemandsof	this
principle,	it	is	still,	even	today,	but	much	more	in	the	past	of	our	art,	one	of	the	most	important	musical	techniques.It	is	one	of	the	techniguesthat	contribute	most	to	the	assuranceof	order	in	musical	works	that	order,	consistentwith	the	material,	which	so	greatly	facilitates	the	untroubled	enjoyment	of	the	essentialbeautiesin	the	music.	It	could	happen,
nevertheless,that	in	this	way	I	achieve	[r	I.e.	the	imitationcannotbe	absolutelyfaithful	to	the	obiectimitated,if	for	no	other	reason,becauseofthe	translationfrom	one	mediumto	another,]	(Zweite	[r	Arthur	Schopenhauer,ScimilicheWerke:	Schriften1ur	Erkenntnislehre	EberhardBrockhausVerlag,1948),p.	AnNolp	ScnonNsEnc	P	R	E	F	A	C	ET	O	T	H	E	T	H	I
R	D	E	D	I	T	I	O	N	This	new	edition	does	not	differ	essentially	from	the	firut,	although	I	have	made	quite	a	lot	of	changes.Noteworthy	improvements	are	to	be	found	in	the	stmcture	of	many	sections	and	chapters	and	in	many	a	srylistic	detail.	Everything	following	it	springs	from	this	fundamental	posrulate,	refers	back	to	it,	even	when	antithetical	to	it,
elaboratesand	complements	it,	and	finally	leads	back	to	it,	so	that	this	fundamental	is	treated	in	every	respect	as	central,	as	embryonic.	For	the	conditions	of	practicalitycan	change,if	we	take	a	different	view	of	the	materialand	if	the	purposechanges.But	aestheticsallegesit	has	discoveredeternal	laws.	It	is	likewise	doubtful	whether	the	aggregate	of
eventsin	a	pieceof	music	must	inevitably	refer	to	the	fundamentalpostulate,to	the	fundamental	chord,	just	because-	as	I	have	said	-	such	reference	assures	good	results	through	formal	completenessand	agreeswith	the	simplest	attributes	of	the	material.	Bach,	Essay	on	the	True	Art	of	Playing	Keyhoard	Instntments	(trans.	However	interesting	the
changesSchoenberg	saw	fit	to	make,	we	should	of	r	Both	editionswere	publishedin	Vienna	by	Universal-Edition.	If,	therefore,	the	ca{Penter'steaching,	just	like	that	of	the	theory	teacher,	rests	on	observation,	experience,	reasoningr	and	taste,	on	knowledge	of	natural	laws	and	of	the	requirements	of	the	material	-	is	there	then	really	any
essentialdistinctionl	Why	then	do	we	not	also	call	a	master	€rPenter	a	theoristr	or	a	music	theorist	a	master	musicianl	Becausethere	is	a	small	distinction:	the	carpenter	could	never	understand	his	craft	in	a	merely	theoretical	way,	whereas	the	usual	music	theorist	has	no	practical	skill	at	all	-	he	is	no	master.	And	it	is	I	Ernst	Friedrich
Richter,LehrbuchderHarmonie(Leipzig:	Breitkopf	und	Haertel,	into	Englishby	Theor853).The	twenry-fifthGermaneditionof	ryo7wastranslated	dore	Bakerand,publishedunder	the	title	Manual	of	Harmony(New	Yorkr	G.	Schoenberg's	Theory	of	Harmony	is	indeed	his	seminal	theoretical	work.	Yet	hardly	anyone	takes	it	into	consideration.	These	types	of
requests	are	typically	very	time	sensitive.		Photo	Courtesy:	Justin	Sullivan/Getty	Images	In	some	cases,	an	unemployment	official	will	interview	you	to	clarify	and	verify	details	regarding	your	case	and	your	identity.	Is	it	not	the	samewith	the	learnerl	What	does	the	teacheraccomplish	through	methodologyi	At	most,	activiry.	'I	shouldhavebeencontent
iust	to	give	him	a	little	pleasure.But	now	that	he	is	dead,	J	profound	grief	directly	after	Mahler'sdeath.They	trembledwith	the	pain	of	bereavementand	with	anger	over	the	disparity	between	his	worth	and	the	words,fighting	recognitionthat	he	hadfound.They	wereagitated,impassioned	words,	which	now	seemalmostto	deEacgsincethe	younger
generationhas	almost	fulfilled	its	duty	in	placing	his	work	besidethat	of	our	greatest	The	declarationthat'He	w:uian	altogethergreatman',beingunproved,therebywon	very	nearly	the	power	and	the	reputeof	a	prophecy.But	this	declaration,which	indeedwas	intendedto	win	in	order	to	give,	won	more	than	it	gave:to	him,	who	haseverything,	it	can	give	as
much	but	no	more.	fX.	The	sensory	perception	releasesassociationsand	connectstone,	ear,	and	the	world	offeeling.	He	rewould	hardly	be	called	that	German	Eanslations	of	Strindberg's	works	did	not	confirm	the	'outstanding	Swedish	author's	reputation	as	an	stylist'.l	And	Schoenberg	a	of	of	his	some	articles	(in	a	letter	from	Los	severely	reprimanded
tlanslator	'a	1947),	Angeles,	3	December	chiding	that	translator,	civilized	European',	for	having	so	little	respectfor	anotherman'sintellectualwork	asto	expecthim	to	permit	changes	suchas	thoseyou	are	making	in	my	articles.	If	one	is	justified	in	assuming	that	the	overtones	of	the	G	can	become	real	tones,then	this	assumptionmay	be
appliedanalogouslyto	those	of	l'.	The	balancedrelation	of	modves	to	harmony,	rhythmic	elaboration,in	short,	what	really	pertainsto	composition,	if	it	indeed	can	be	explainedat	all,	does	not	belong	in	a	harmony	course.The	pupil	is	againbeing	shown	what	is	unessential	!	And	I	cannot	understandhow	he	is	ever	to	grasp	the	essentialif	the	unessentialis
always	given	first	place	in	his	study.	Under	no	circumstances	does	he	consider	himself	anything	like	a	scholar,	although	he,	too,	undoubtedly	understandshis	craft.	ii*.rvasthe'majortriad,,	Tii	il:,::11ino*	on:	triad	that	..7#	i,	ffi::ft:?	on	the	similaritiesand	relationshipsbetween	artistic	creationand	other	human	activities,on	the	connectionsbetweenthe
natural	world	outsideourselvesand	the	participatingor	observingsubject.l	Indeed,	practically	every	topic,	be	it	the	major	scaleor	the	minor,	be	it	parallel	fifths	and	octaves,non-harmonic	tones,	modulation,	or	the	minor	subdominant,	leadshim	into	wide-ranging	speculationson	nature,	art,	and	culture,	and	vigorous	attacks	upon	ossified	or	irrational
aesthetics.This	prefaceto	a	translation	of	the	Harmonielehreis	hardly	the	place	to	discussSchoenberg'sspeculations,but	it	is	perhapsnot	amissto	mention	here	one	of	the	many	writers	who	have	done	'The	Speculative	Content	of	Schoenberg's	Harmonielehre'rA	so.	Want	more?	However,	they	do	it	through	aestheticjudgments:somethingsoundsbad,
harsh,not	beautiful,	etc.	The	more	remote	overtones	*	The	pupil	can	partially	demonsratethe	phenomenonof	overtonesfor	himselfby	silently	depressingthe	keys	c',	a',	g'	and	then	forcefully	striking	C	once,staccato,or	the	lower	octavecontraC	(all	without	pedal).Then	he	canhearthe	tonesc',	e',	g',	the	overtones,whosesoundis	similar	to	that	of	the
harmonicsof	stringedinstruments.	I	will	set	tonality,	for	example,as	my	goal,	and	strive	to	reach	it	with	all	conceivablemeansland	I	hope	I	shall	be	able	to	present	some	means	that	perhaps	have	not	been	mentioned	before.	Virtual	systems	also	reduce	errors	and	speed	up	the	claim	process.	259f,	J87	footnote,	\79f,	(six752,	78]	z6f	Melody,	r\,	,	11,
41f,76f	[andfoui	chord),	r	48f,	zozf;	in	modulations'	zvi	in	the	chorale,	289f1	ornaments	(Manieren),	))rf,	1J1,	J4J	Octave(s),zz;	parallel,6off)86,rn|	1y	(with	passingtones);Ieap,45'	74t,	t44	$8	ToPrcAL	INDEX	Organum	(at	the	fifth	and	at	the	fourth),	Repetition	of	chords,	42,	J4f,	r17fr	[\],	63	footnote,	65f	(in	modulations),	3ozf	(in	chorales)	Ornaments
(Manieren),	47f,	33rff;	as	ex-	-	of	tones	in	the	outer	voices,	74,	g4,	planation	ofdissonance,	t37f,	146,	3zo,	nzf	-	oftone	progressions,841seeSequence	322	Outer	voices,	44	(see	a/.ro	Bass	and	Rhythm,	13,	2o2,2o3ff,	zogf	(withpedal	Soprano);	melodic	conduct	of,	q.t.	point),	zt7,	365;	in	the	chorale,	zg9	Overtones,	zof,	21ff,	36,	46fr	y3;	in	the	fsee	also
Measure]	sixth	and	six-four	chords,	54and	$tr;	Root	progressions,	38t	t	t	Sff,	[email	protected]	tonaliry,	r	t	r;	and	secondary	lines),	161	(in	modulations),	zrr	and	dominants,	176;	and	non-harmonic	zr4	(with	pedal	point),	zz6	(chords	of	tones,3r2,	118	(the	number	Ave)r3r9f;	the	minor	subdominant	region).	That	they	conformed	to	natlrre	was
undoubtedly	also	believedof	the	church	modes	in	their	day.	Therefore,	my	treatment,	too,	is	so	constructed.This	method,	by	taking	up	6rst	the	diatonic	triads,	doesin	fact	start	with	the	simpleststructuresand	builds	up	this	system	in	a	practicalmanner:	after	thesetriads	come	the	other	diatonic	chords,	the	four	and	five-part	chords;	then,	after	showing	in
the	cadencean	applicationof	thesediatonic	chords,	the	method	goes	on	to	nondiatonic	chords	and	here,	too,	shows	applications	in	modulation,	etc.	What	if	the	Ist	degree	does	appear	twicel	It	is	supposedto	be	prominent.	Yet	theseconjectures,too,	havetheir	justihcation:asexperimen8,asresults	of	effortsto	think,	as	mentalgymnastics-	perhapssometimes
evenas	preliminary	stepsto	truth.	His	comments,	characteristically	sardonic,	include	the	following:	My	Theoryof	Harmonyis	obviously	much	too	long.	This	procedure	has	the	advantage	that	from	the	very	beginning	the	pupil	is	himselfl	'das	gewisseMelodisierenr'i.e.	the	use	of	passingtones	and	the	like	wherever	[r	possiblemerely	to	dressup	the	pan
writing.	Many	of	his	ideaswere	of	courseclearerto	him	in	ryzt	than	they	had	been	in	rgrI;	hence,	they	are	more	clearly	expressed.A	few	passages,it	must	be	admitted,	seemlessclear	in	the	revision.	open	position	close	position	o	J	CT	VI?	G	is	the	first	overtone	(after	c)	of	Crand	c	the	first	of	.t'.	-Hans	Sachsin	Richard'Wagner,Die	Meistersinger,	Act	I,
Scene3	(trans.	:e+)	Dr.	Neumannis	identifiedas'a	young	philosopher'.]	26	M	A	J	o	RM	o	D	E	:	D	I	A	T	O	N	I	CC	H	O	R	D	S	have	matured	enough	for	such	music,	dre	scale	and	the	instruments	will	all	at	once	be	available.It	is	certain	that	this	movement	is	now	afoot,	certain	that	it	will	lead	to	something.	Spratt	has	ably	summarized	a	number	of
Schoenberg'smain	ideas	and	addressed	himself	in	particular	to	Schoenberg's	attitudes	toward	nature	and	culture.	Yet,	beauty	is	not	something	in	the	common	experience	of	all,	rather,	at	most,	in	the	experience	of	individuals.	I	do	not	deny	that	it	would	benefit	the	pupil	to	account	for	the	harmonic	procedure	in	masterworks.	The	harder	it	is	to	prove
ownership,	the	greater	the	effort	to	do	so.	And	still	another	distinction:	the	true	music	theorist	is	embarrassedby	the	handicraft	becauseit	is	not	[r's,	but	that	of	others.Merely	to	hide	his	embarrassmentwithout	making	a	virnre	of	it	does	not	satisfy	him.	Counterpoint	the	study	of	the	art	of	voice	leading	with	respect	to	motivic	combination	(and
ultimately	the	study	of	the	'contrapuntalforms').	Yet	that	was	not	my	chief	aim	either,	although	it	was	reason	enough	for	me	to	devise	something	new	for	each	pupil.	and	not	the	other	way	around.	In	a	word,	he	is	taught	all	that	which	makes	up	the	way	we	think.	c	.	An	actual	tone	(the	g)	appearsas	dependent	upon	a	tone	a	6fth	below,	the	c.	And	the
numerous	placeswhere	the	teacherhas	to	say:	'Well,	drat's	just	the	way	it	is;	nothing	else	is	possibler'without	being	able	to	give	any	reasonwhy.	Those	who	so	love	comfort	will	never	seek	where	there	is	not	definitely	something	to	find.	If	what	is	known	asaesthetics	doesin	fact	containmuch	that	is	merely	practicalhandlingof	the	material,and	if	what	is
known	as	symmetryis	perhapsoften	not	much	more	than	an	organizationof	the	materialthat	revealsa	sensible	regardfor	its	properties,yet	I	considerit	worthwhile	to	set	down	theseobservations.	For	this	reason,	'master',	music	does	not	although	even	today	the	great	artist	is	still	addressedas	simply	have	instruction	in	its	craft,	its	techniques-	as	does
painting;	music	has,	rather,	Instnrction	in	Theory.	Schoenberg's	are	designated	by	the	asterisk.	SPACING	THE	CHORDS	The	chordscould	of	coursebe	connectedin	a	purely	schematicway,	whereby	eachchordis	regardedasa	massthat	is	followedby	anothersuchmass,by	anhappensin	pianopieces:	otherchord,assometimes	,ffirorexampre	The	most
important	principle	of	harmonic	connection,good	progression,is	not	affected	by	this	type	of	connection.	The	chords	can	be	spaced	in	closeor	in	open	position.	'	I4fro,	pp.	The	advance,	therefore,	did	not	come	as	a	necessaryconsequenceof	anything;	it	could	not	have	been	predicted	on	the	basis	of	any	particular	accomplishment;it	appeared	rather	in
spite	of	all	efforts,	unexpected,	undeserved,	and	perhaps	even	undesired.	Depending	on	the	state	you	reside	in,	you	will	be	eligible	to	apply	for	unemployment	benefits	online,	in	person,	on	the	phone	or	by	mailing	in	a	claim	form.	But	it	is	not	possible	that	something	can	be	the	causeof	a	phenomenon	and	simultaneously	the	effect	of	the
samephenomenon.And	I	is	in	fact	the	cause,the	origin	of	V,	since	V	is	an	overtone	of	I.	And	that	assumptionis	in	fact	not	optional;	v/e	must	assumethe	presenceof	the	other	overtones.The	ear	could	also	have	definedthe	relative	pitch	of	the	tones	discovered	by	comparing	them	with	taut	strings,	which	of	course	become	longer	or	shorter	asthe	tone	is
lowered	or	raised.But	the	more	distantovertones	were	also	a	dependableguide.	Every	treatment,	however,	that	usesthe	one	or	the	other	principle	exclusivelywill	run	into	facts	that	qrill	not	6t	into	its	system.Hence	the	numerousexceptions.Hence	the	numerous	placeswhere	the	teacherhas	to	lift	a	prohibition,	carelesslygiven,	with	a
concession,grudgingly	given.	Nevertheless,the	necessiryfor	training	in	each	division	of	the	material,	apart	from	the	others,	createsexcessiveseparation.The	separatesubjectsthen	lose	their	relationshipwith	one	another,	that	affinity	which	should	reunite	them	in	the	interest	of	their	common	goal:	coursesin	harmony	and	counterpoint	have	forgotten	that
they,	together	with	the	study	of	form,	must	be	the	study	of	composition;	and	the	pupil,	who	in	his	harmony	coursehas	presumablylearnedto	think	and	invent	harmonically,in	counterpoint,	polyphonically,	is	helplessbefore	the	task	of	combining	theseindividual	abilitieshe	hasacquiredand	making	them	serve	that	common	purpose	[composition].	That	is	of
coursecorrect	procedure,becauseunforrunately	thereis	hardly	any	other	way.	He	knows	that	the	pupil	learnsmost	of	all	through	the	exampleshownhim	by	the	mastersin	their	masterworks.And	if	it	werepossibleto	watchcomposingin	the	sameway	that	one	can	watch	painting,if	composerscould	have	ateliersas	did	painters,	then	it	would	be	clearhow
superfluousthe	musictheoristis	and	how	he	is	iust	asharmful	asthe	art	academies,	He	sensesall	this	and	seeksto	createa	substitute	by	replacingthe	living	examplewith	theory,with	the	system.	Erwin	Steinand	trans.Eithne	Wilkins	and	Emst	Kaiser;	New	York:	St.	Martin'sPress,r96y),p.	Those	systemsthat	do	not	account	for	all	the	facts	also	have	this
shortcoming.	In	individual	details	can	be	found	yet	very	many,	sometimesextensive	additions,	a	number	of	them	even	dealing	with	matters	of	principle.	Frisch	puts	Schoenberg's	masterpiece	into	historical	and	ideological	context,	delineating	the	connections	between	music,	theory,	art,	science,	and	architecture	in	turn-of-the	century	Austro-German
culture.	The	historian	can	be	productive	if	he	sets	forth,	not	merely	historical	data,	but	an	understandingof	history,	if	he	does	not	confine	himself	simply	to	enumerating,but	tries	to	read	the	future	from	the	past.	For	my	part,	this	Guiderwrittenat	my	own	behest,is	an	attemptto	makeeventhe	remaining	quarter	unnecessary..	What	today	is	remote	can
tomorrow	be	close	at	hand;	it	is	all	a	matter	of	whether	one	can	get	closer.And	the	evolution	of	musichasfollowed	this	course:	it	has	drawn	into	the	stock	of	artistic	resourcesmore	and	more	of	the	harmonic	possibilitiesinherent	in	the	tone.	Even	worse,	months	later,	many	jobless	people	were	still	desperately	trying	to	cut	through	all	the	red	tape	and
the	massive	volume	of	people	to	file	their	own	unemployment	claims.	These	alterations	were	not	made	in	the	present	translation,	but	they	are	cited	at	the	pertinent	places	by	translator's	footnotes.	I	think	that	some	of	the	ideas	presented	here	can	lay	claim	to	novelry,	and	that	others	may	to	some	extent	depart	from	the	familiar	at	least	in	their
precision	of	statement	or	in	the	breadth	of	perspective	afforded	by	the	presentation.I	shallgladly	renouncethe	reputation	for	novelty,	however,	if	I	may	then	be	spared	the	chore	of	wading	through	the	most	important	harmony	texts.	xix	'atonal'	composition)	he	cleared	and	prepared	the	ground;	his	initial	essaysin	in	his	Theory	of	Harmony	he	recorded
the	premisesand	the	reasoning	that	were	'atonal'and	twelve-tone	works.	The	middle	registersoundslessexpressiveand	lessimpressive	than	the	high	or	low	registers.	Some	other	alterations	of	the	IInd	degree;the	samealterations	on	other	degrees.Connections	of	altered	and	vagrant	chords	48	The	AugmentedTriad	z4r,	AugmentedSix-Five,	Four-
Three,Two,	and	Sixth	Chords,and	SomeOther	Vagrant	Chords	245	XV	MODULATION	TO	THE	IInd,	Vth,	AND	VIth	C	I	R	C	L	E	SO	F	F	I	F	T	H	S	,T	O	T	H	E	V	I	I	t	h	A	N	D	V	I	I	I	t	h	,	A	N	D	A	L	S	O	T	O	M	O	R	E	C	L	O	S	E	L	YR	E	L	A	T	E	D	C	I	R	C	L	E	SB	Y	S	E	G	M	E	N	T	SA	N	D	T	H	R	O	U	G	H	268	INTERMEDIATE	KEYS	Fifth	andSixthCirclesof	Fifthszz6
XVI	CHORALE	HARMONIZATION	(Schl,lsse)	Cadences	3o1	286	XVII	'NON-HARMONIC'TONES	rog	etc.,PassingTones,ChangingTones,	DoubleSuspension,	Suspension,	Anticipations	331	XVIII	A	FE\T	REMARKS	CONCERNING	NINTH	CHORDS	XIx	}4,	SOME	ADDITIONS	AND	SCHEMATIC	PRESENTATIONS	TO	ROUND	OUT	THE	SYSTEM	350
Alterationsof	Triads,	SeventhChords,and	Ninth	Chords	3;o,	AbbreviaSteps359,Triads	tion	of	Set	PatternsThrough	Omissionof	Intermediate	Connectedwith	All	Other	Triads	and	SeventhChords;also,All	Seventh	of	the	Chordswith	One	Another	36o,SomeOther	Details:Possibilities	CONTENTS	Xi	for	the	DiminishedSeventhChord;	a	Chord	of
AscendingSeventh;Basses	Mozart;	an	Eight-Part	Chord	36y,	Additional	Schemesfor	Modulating	369,SomeAdditionalDetails38o,ConcerningFluctuatingandSuspended	Tonality	383,The	ChromaticScaleasa	Basisfor	Tonaliry	384	X	X	T	H	E	W	H	O	L	E	-	T	O	N	ES	C	A	L	EA	N	D	R	E	L	A	T	E	D	F	I	V	E	A	N	D	S	I	X	-	P	A	R	TC	H	O	R	D	S	X	x	I	C	H	O	R	D	SC	O	N	S
T	R	U	C	T	E	DI	N	F	O	U	R	T	H	S	3go	J99	X	X	I	I	A	E	S	T	H	E	T	I	C	E	V	A	L	U	A	T	I	O	N	O	F	C	H	O	R	D	SW	I	T	H	S	I	X	O	R	M	O	R	ET	O	N	E	S	APPENDIX	42J	TOPICAL	INDEX	43t	INDEX	OF	NAMES	44r	TRANSLATOR'S	PREFACE	Shortly	after	the	revised	edition	of	Arnold	Schoenberg's	Theory	of	Harmony	was	published,	his	pupil	and	friend,	Erwin	Stein,
assembleda	Practical	Guide	to	Sc/zoenlerg's	THEORY	OF	HARMONY:	A	Handbook	for	Teachers	and	Pupils.r	In	his	Preface,	Stein	stated	the	purpos€	of	his	Guide	as	follows:	TIis	Guideis	designedto	facilitateinstruction	from	Schoenberg'sTieorjr	of	Harnony.	I	hope,	however,	that	it	will	not	be	too	late	for	the	ideas	I	have	to	offer	when	the	average
musician	reachesthe	point	where	one	may	write	for	him,	too,	in	a	manner	other	than'abridged',	other	than	in	untearable	picture-book	style.	For	it	is	falselyconcludedthat	theselaws,sinceapparentlycorrectwith	regardto	the	phenomena	previouslyobserved,must	then	surely	hold	for	all	future	phenomenaas	well.	In	principle,	this	example	is	not	much
different	from	Example	to7c,	where	a	deceptivecadencefollowed	the	chord	of	modulation.	.1	Schoenberg	seemsto	have	said	in	rgrr	that	order	in	music	is	unnecessary,at	leastas	far	as	beauty	is	concerned,and	in	rgzr	that	it	is	necessarybut	can	be	conceived	much	more	variously	than	is	commonly	assumed.	I	lbid.,	p.88.	The	open	position	generally
sounds	mellow,	the	close	position	on	the	average	sharper.	Does	that	not	look	as	if	the	fundamental	freed	itself	at	the	close	from	the	unnatural	force	that	had	been	imposed	upon	it,	as	if,	since	it	substitutedits	own	overtones,it	sensedits	natural	euphonyl	Perhapsit	was	this	phenomenonthat	removed	the	distinctionsamong	the	modes	to	such	an	extent
that	only	two	types	remained,	major	and	minor,	which	contained	everything	that	made	up	the	individual	character	of	each	of	MAIOR	MODE:	DIATONIC	CHORDS	29	the	sevenmodes.We	have	similar	phenomenain	our	major	and	minor:	above	all,	under	the	pretenseof	modulation	we	can	introduce	into	every	key	almost	any	property	of	other,	quite
distant	keys	(such	is	called	'extendedtonality').	Then	there	is	the	fascination	with	the	text);	there	is	the	notion	that	musical	order	may	be	manifest	in	many	previously	inconceivable	ways;	and	there	is	the	very	questioning	of	the	need	for	order	in	music.	the	first	tvpe,maior	y;it|,'^-r'i""rroi',,	1,-rv,"ri'v,;;:.'t':qt	degrees	il:ffi	1i;;;i:X:;:;;i1;o,n,f	:.r:;!;t;U',f
:,r,lXdIiT	j	".	William	J.	However	it	may	have	been	in	the	earliest	days	of	music,	both	methods,harmonic	and	polyphonic,	have	cooperatedequally	for	at	Ieastfour	hundred	yearsin	promoting	the	evolution	of	our	present-daymusic.	Why	pose	as	a	demigodt	Why	not	be,	rather,	fully	humanl	I	have	never	ried	to	taik	my	pupils	into	believing	me	infallible	-
only	a	'Gesangsprofessor'(professor	of	singing)	finds	that	necessary.On	the	contrzlry,	I	have	often	risked	saying	something	that	I	had	later	to	retracq	I	have	often	risked	giving	instructions	that,	when	applied,	proved	to	be	wrong	and	so	had	to	be	corrected.	fi,.	It	leads	the	pupil	through	all	those	errors	that	the	[historical]	struggle	for	knowledge	has
brought	with	it;	it	leads	through,	it	leads	past	errors,	perhapspast	truths	as	well.	What	one	could	reasonably	expect	of	them	[the	theorists],	they	do	not	fulfil.	I	have	omitted	harmonic	analysesin	this	book,	becauseI	consider	them	superfluous	here.	For	order	is	not	demandedby	the	object,	but	by	the	subject.l	[The	pupil	will	conclude],	moreover,	that	the
many	laws	that	purport	to	be	natural	laws	actually	spring	from	the	struggle	of	the	craftsman	to	shape	the	material	correctly;	and	that	the	adaptationof	what	the	artist	really	wants	to	present,its	reduction	to	fit	within	the	boundariesof	form,	of	artistic	form,	is	necessaryonly	becauseof	our	inabiliry	to	grasp	the	undefined	and	unordered.	f	.	Mattseebei
Salzburg,z4	June	rgzr	ARNOLD	SCHOENBERG	it	is	my	wish	that	this	book	bring	me	such	recognition	that	no	one	can	p.uisover	my	words	lightly	when	I	say:	"He	w,ul	an	altogethergreat	mao."'	Cf.	Schoenberg'sessayon	Mahler	in	Arnold	Schoenbeqg,Srylc	and	I&a	(London:	Faberand	Faber,	r97y),	pp.	expressions	this	;"'".'T;;'';l*inorogy	r'5.;;,;.1?#.	this
book	will	come	as	a	joy,	a	revelation."--	"Notes"	About	the	Author	Arnold	Schoenberg	(1874-1951),	renowned	Austrian	and	American	composer,	musical	theorist,	painter,	and	teacher	of	composition,	pioneered	compositional	and	critical	approaches	to	atonality	that	were	landmarks	in	twentieth	century	musical	thought.If	the	item	details	above	aren’t
accurate	or	complete,	we	want	to	know	about	it.	When	the	resultanttumult	subsides,everything	will	have	presumablyfound	its	proper	place.	I	will	confine	myself	to	explaining	things	as	I	understand	them.	Only	the	following	are	designatedas	dissonances:	the	major	and	minor	seconds,the	maior	and	minor	sevenths,the	ninths,	etc.l	in	addition,	all
diminished	and	augmented	intervals,	thus,	diminished	and	augmented	octaves,	fourths,	fifths,	etc.	In	other	words:	the	overtones	closer	to	the	fundamental	seem	to	contribute	more	or	more	perceptibly	to	the	total	phenomenon	of	the	tone	tone	acceptedas	euphonious,	suitable	for	art	-	while	the	more	distant	seem	to	contribute	less	or	lessperceptibly.
MODULATION	,6	pivot	tones;	they	must	be	neutralized	by	resolution	downward	before	tones	of	the	ascendingscalecan	appear.Later	we	shall	be	lesssensitivein	this	regard	and	shall	not	hesitate	to	write	anffi	after	g	(once	the	means	have	been	made	accessible,	in	the	chapter'SecondaryDominants	etc.').	Moreover,	theselaws,	even	if	they	are	valid,	are
not	the	only	ones	the	work	of	art	obeys.	Thus,	I	have	to	make	exclusions,just	as	they	do.	However	that	may	be,	he	maintained	in	both	editions	that	the	listener's	interest	in	order	and	beauty	surpassesthat	of	the	composer,	and	that	order	and	beauty	may	be	attributes,	not	of	the	music,	but	of	the	listener's	perception.	Photo	Courtesy:	SDI
Productions/E+/Getty	Images	When	you	file	your	claim,	you	will	be	asked	for	some	personal	information,	including	your	name,	address(es),	social	security	number	(SSN),	last	18	months	of	employment	history,	a	record	of	wages	earned	and	the	reason	and	dates	for	your	employment	termination.	Photo	Courtesy:	svetikd/E+/Getty	Images	Finally,	it’s
important	to	keep	in	mind	that	unemployment	benefits	are	usually	contingent	upon	a	recipient	doing	their	part	to	actively	look	for	a	new	job.	The	useof	I	betweenIV	and	V,	however,resemblesthat	of	the	six-four	chord	of	I	previouslynoted	[p.	r9o9-zr)	to	define	the	order,	or	to	createorder,	in	'atonal'	his	works	led	him	to	devise	a	method	which,	pursued
to	its	logical	conclusions,could	perhapscreatetotal	order	in	a	piece	of	music.	If	we	would	understand	why	he	objected	to	such	exercises,what	alternatives	he	recommended,	and	why	he	recommended	these,	we	must	read	his	theoretical	commentary	together	with	his	instructions	on	how	to	proceed.	Above	all,	however,	if	that	sort	of	judgment	could	be
acceptedwithout	further	justification,	then	the	justification	would	have	to	follow	so	necessarilyfrom	the	system	itself	that	to	mention	it	would	be	superfluous.	The	meansof	modulation	here	is,	primarily,	the	Vth	degree.But	II	and	VII	can	also	serve.The	simplestway	will	be	to	regard	the	first	chord	(I	of	C)	as	III	of	a	minor.	8i-8.	In	his	essay,	Professor	John
F.	Yet	that	is	alreadyquite	a	lot.	And	if	the	tonic	follows	the	dominant,	it	happensonly	in	the	same	senseas	when	a	king	sendshis	vassal,his	herald	or	his	quartermaster	on	ahead	to	make	appropriate	preparations	for	his	arrival.	Yet	the	possibiliry	is	not	to	be	excludedthat,	conversely,	monophonic	melody	and	scalesexisted	before	the	chords,	and	that	the
step	from	monophonic	to	polyphonic	music	did	not	occur	through	dre	setting	of	chords	as	accompanimentto	tones	or	melodic	progressions,but	rather	through	the	singing	of	two	or	three	melodiesat	the	sametime,	one	of	which	"rr.ntrlully	becamethe	principal	melody.	In	Chapter	IV,	on	the	other	hand,	Schoenbergso	extendedhis	footnote	on	the	more
minute	subdivision	of	the	octave	that	it	is	now	almost	a	chapter	in	itself.l	In	the	revised	edition	he	went	on	in	this	footnote	to	deny	that	further	subdivision	of	the	octave	was	necessaryas	the	next	step	beyond	the	tonal	(diatonic-chromatic)	system.	..	It	art	theory	could	be	contentwith	that,	if	it	could	be	satisfiedwith	the	rewardsaffordedby
honestsearching,then	one	could	not	objectto	it.	For	example,	he	decried	the	usual	exercisesby	which	a	pupil	is	supposed	to	learn	harmony;	the	realization	of	given	figured	bassesand	the	harmonization	of	given	melodies.	MORE	FROM	ASKMONEY.COM	Suggested	Age:	22	Years	and	UpSub-Genre:	Instruction	&	StudyPublisher:	University	of	California
PressAuthor:	Arnold	SchoenbergStreet	Date:	October	13,	2010TCIN:	82931050UPC:	9780520266087Item	Number	(DPCI):	247-05-3829Origin:	Made	in	the	USA	or	Imported	About	the	Book	New	foreword	by	Walter	Frisch,	dated	2010	at	end.	Those	usual	analyseswhich	show	through	what	keys	a	theme	modulates,	or	more	correctly,	show	how	many
chords,	however	foreign	to	the	key	they	may	se€m,a	musicalidea	can	contain	without	its	leaving	the	key	-	this	is	to	show	somethingwhich	it	is	not	necessary	to	show.	The	title	of	this	section	therefore	seems	unjustified	in	the	first	edition.	On	the	other	hand,	the	fourth,	known	as	an	imperfect	consonance,is	a	reladon	of	the	fundamental,	but	in	the
opposite	direction;	it	could,	therefore,	be	counted	with	the	perfect	consonances,in	the	samesenseas	the	minor	third	and	the	major	and	minor	sixths,	or	simply	with	the	consonances,as	indeed	often	happens.But	the	evolution	of	music	has	gone	a	different	way	here	and	has	given	the	fourth	a	peculiar	position.	There	is	a	mechanicalpuzzle	that	consistsof
three	small	metal	tubes	of	different	diameters	sealedin	a	glass-coveredbox.	That	explains	why	it	was	once	questioned	whether	the	third	was	a	consonance,and	shows	why	bfbf]and	hlbl	appearin	the	Germantone	alphabet.	GDc	defetc.	In	this	senseall	harmony	courses	that,	following	the	old	thorough-bass	method,	require	the	pupil	to	vrrite	out	the	other
voices	over	figured	bassesare	inappropriatel	for	there	he	learns	mere	voice	leading,	which	might	be,	to	a	r4	TEACHING	HARMONY	Iimited	extent,	a	secondarytask	of	harmony	teaching.To	expectthat	the	pupil	will	automaticallyacquire	a	sensefor	good	chord	progressionsfrom	realizing	figured	bassesis	no	more	defensiblethan	to	expect	that	he	will
learn	them	through	studying	masterpieces,	where	indeedtheseand	better	progressionsalso	appear.Then	the	teacheris	relying	on	the	talent	of	the	pupil,	by	all	meansthe	best	thing	to	do,	especiallywherever	the	teacheris	not	able	to	influence	the	pupil's	awarenessdeliberately,wherever	he	cannot	apply	explicit	methods	to	produce	explicit,
predictableknowledge	and	abilities	in	the	pupil.	Here,	also,I	go	back	to	older	metlods,	in	that	I	do	not	allow	the	abrupt	modulation	that	is	found	in	most	harmony	texts,	where	to	modulate	meanssimply	to	juxtaposea	few	unprepared,modulatory	chords.	If	it	is	put	forward	unsupported,	why	then	should	we	believe	itt	Should	we	trust	in	the	authority	of
the	theorisC	Why	thenl	If	he	offers	no	support	for	what	he	says,it	is	then	either	just	something	that	he	knows	(that	is,	not	what	he	himself	has	discovered,	but	rather	what	he	has	learned	[secondhand]),	or	what	all	believe	becauseit	is	experienced	by	all.	'Neu-Junker-Unkraut'1	'charlatan'	and	will	slander	And	theywill	callyou	and	'You	fake!	You	thought
you	could	put	somethingover	on	us!'And	when	you:	they	have	finished	smearing	you	with	their	vulgarity,	they	will	pose	as	those	courageousmen	who	would	have	thought	it	cowardly	not	to	risk	somethingin	behalf	of	their	views	-	something,	that	is,	which	only	hurts	the	other,	And	in	the	end	you	are	the	clod!	To	hell	with	all	these	theories,	if	they	always
serve	only	to	block	the	evolution	of	art	and	if	their	positive	achievement	consists	in	nothing	more	tlan	helping	those	who	will	compose	badly	anyway	to	learn	it	quickly.	JJ4,	t89,	t9t	thographie),	(O	r	4z6f	[author's]	Notation	Melodizing	(Melodisieren),	14	(zozf)	.	Only	when	I	begin	what	I	believeto	be	a	new	interpretationdo	I	6nd	it	necessaryfirst	to
refute	the	older,	usual	one.	As	it	is,	they	know	perhaps	even	less.	G	IV	II7	CI	Gry	trI	IIT	VI	C	I	C	ry	vn9	vt'	VI	CI	GIV	II	vII7	trr	Ilq	*	G	IV-I-V:	thoseare	descendingroot	Progressions.	Yet,	Schoenberg	insisted	throughout	his	Theory	of	Harmony	that	the	pupil	L	Praktiscfur	Lei{aden	7u	SchdnbergsHarmonielehre:ein	Hilfsbuchfir	Lehrer	ud	(Vienna:
Universal-Edition,n,d.).	That	is	actuallyself-evident.First	of	all,	we	have	not	yet	spokenof	chromaticalterationsl	secondly,we	havemadeit	explicitthat	neutralchords	shouldprecedethe	chordof	modulation.Now,	chordsin	a	minor	that	containg	areof	coursenot	neutral	chords.	The	sentences	which	in	the	6rst	edition	accompanied	the	dedication	to	Gustav
Mahler	are	now	omitted	as	superfluous.l	They	were	words	written	in	[1	Mahler	died	in	rgrr	shortly	before	the	first	edition	of	the	Harmonielehrewas	published.Schoenberg's	dedicationreadas	follows:	'This	book	is	dedicatedto	the	memory	of	GUSTAV	MAHLER.	Either	[tentative,	perhaps	random]	movement	generates	searching	or	else	searching
generatesmovement	-	one	or	the	other	way	must	be	taken.	For	example,	in	the	last	chapter,	'Aesthetic	Evaluation	of	Chords	with	Six	or	More	Tones',	'Consonance	and	in	the	third,	and	Dissonance',he	made	only	a	few	minor	revisions.	To	be	sure,	I	follows	V.	Becauseof	the	way	I	have	assimilatedthem,	it	has	long	sinceescapedmy	power	to	be	so
specific.But	I	must	say,	it	is	mostly	to	bad	books	and	wrong	ideas,	vzhich	forced	me	to	think	and	find	out	what	is	right,	that	I	owe	the	best	of	this	book.	And	that	we	think	we	see[aws,	order]	in	the	work	of	art	can	be	analogousto	our	thinking	we	seeourselvesin	the	mirror,	although	we	are	of	course	not	there.	A	musical	sound	(Klang)	is	a	composite,
made	up	of	a	series	of	tones	sounding	together,	the	overtones;	hence,it	forms	a	chord.	In	the	church	modes	there	were	those	elements	that	pressed	toward	dissolution	of	the	modal	system.	In	Example	ro8/	the	seventh	chord	of	VI	of	C,	or	II	of	G,	Ieadsto	the	six-five	chord	of	VII	of	G.	Finer	subdivision	of	the	octave	Schoenberg	did	not	accept	as,	at	that
time,	technologically	feasibleor	culturally	neces-	sary.	Once	again:	the	tone	is	the	material	of	music.	And	I	think	neither	the	pupils	nor	I	have	fared	badly	that	way.	(Exceptions	are	currently	in	place	to	qualify	independent	contractors	and	the	self-employed,	but	those	rules	expire	at	the	end	of	2020.)	Photo	Courtesy:	Stefan	Wermuth/Bloomberg/Getty
Images	Each	state	has	different	compliance	requirements	with	respect	to	minimum	wages	and	working	hours,	so	we	recommend	consulting	your	state’s	unemployment	agency	for	details.	on	more	complexrelationships.	He	does	not	have	to	pose	as	infallible,	as	one	who	knows	all	and	never	errs;	he	must	rather	be	tireless,	constantly	searching,	perhaps
sometimes	finding.	If,	for	example,	the	deceptive	cadence	is	being	used,	it	should	guard	the	final	cadenceagainstthe	monotony	ofa	repetition,yet	assurethe	final	cadencethe	heightenedintensity	of	this	repetition.	If	the	pupil	can	do	something	better	without	the	insiructions,	then	let	him	do	so.	The	changesrange	from	substitution	of	other	words,	or	even
merely	other	punctuation,	to	the	extensiverevision	of	whole	chapters	(e.g.	Chapters	XI,	XVII,	and	XXI).	That	is	to	say,	here	the	musical	ear	does	indeed	abandon	the	attempt	at	exact	analysis,	but	it	still	takes	note	of	the	impression.	It	is	then	not	at	all	impossible	that	the	right	thing	here	was	discoveredby	reason	alone,	that	therefore	credit	is	due,	not	to
the	ear	alone,	but	in	part	to	inference.	r68.	To	realizethis	possibility	it	is	necessaryto	use	in	the	courseof	a	piece	only	those	sounds	(Kldnge)	and	successionsof	sounds,	and	theseonly	in	a	suitable	arrangement,	whose	relations	to	the	fundamental	tone	of	the	key,	to	the	tonic	of	the	piece,	can	be	grasped	without	difficulty.	Perhaps	my	mistakesdid	not
benefit	the	pupil,	but	they	hardly	causedhim	much	harm.	It	is	possible	that	this	book	will	therefore	be	a	little	hard	for	the	ordinary	musician	to	grasp,	since	even	today	he	still	does	not	like	to	exert	himself	in	thinking.	If	we	think	of	this	g	as	a	real	tone	(as	indeed	occurs	when	the	overtone	series	is	realized	horizontally,	when,	for	example,	the	fifth	of	a
horn	tuned	in	c	is	played),	it	then	has	overtones	itself	(as	a	tone	actually	played);	these	are:	gL,	ds,	g',	b',	d8,	etc.l	and	at	the	same	time	this	&	together	with	its	overtones,	presupposesthe	C	(fundamental	of	the	horn).	So,	for	two	reasonsI	may	reject	the	subject	as	the	basis	for	my	study:	6rst,	becauseI	do	not	intend	to	give	a	theory	of	tones	or	of
harmony,	but	merely	a	presentation	of	certain	artistic	means;secondly,	becausethis	presentation	does	not	claim	any	right	to	be	taken	for	a	theory.	By	the	end	of	April,	a	staggering	30	million	Americans	had	filed	for	unemployment	benefits.	"	xvlr	course	also	take	note	of	those	portions	that	remained	unchanged.	Of	course	still	other	neutral	chords	can
be	inserted,	and	in	different	(but	good)	progressions.The	pupil	has	here	plenty	of	opportunity	for	practice	in	inventing	combinations	(Konbinieren).	Some	characteristicscan	be	derived	from	the	tone,	however,	for	the	very	reasonthat	the	constitution	of	the	ear,	the	organ	predetermined	to	receive	tone,	at	least	relates	to	the	constitution	of	the	tone
somewhat	as	do	well-fitting	concave	to	convex	parts.	[For]	it	is	entirely	possible	that	in	spite	of	an	observation	falsely	construed	as	fundamentalwe	may,	by	inferenceor	through	intuition,	arrive	at	correct	resultsl	wliereasit	is	not	at	all	a	proved	fact	that	more	correct	or	better	observation	would	necessarily	yield	more	correct	or	better	conclusions.Thus,
the	alchemists,in	spite	of	their	rather	poor	instruments,	recognized	the	possibiliry	of	transmuting	the	elements,whereasthe	much	better	equipped	chemists	of	the	nineteenth	century	considered	the	elements	irreducible	and	unalterable,	an	opinion	that	has	since	CONSONANCE	AND	DISSONANCE	been	disproved.	Moreover,	it	is	not	to	our	scalealone
that	we	owe	the	evolution	of	our	music.	Schirmer,	r94z;	Sructural	Functionsof	Earmony,	New	York:	W.	.d.(f)gabcd	GD	f	g"b	(6b>	gabcd	cdef	our	C-major	scale.	For	an	idea	lurks	behind	this	method.	He	'did	not	collect	his	knowledge	by	reading';	however	original	or	unoriginal,	what	he	had	to	say	was	what	he	had	leamed	largely	from	his	own
experiencein	teaching,	composing,	and	studying	the	masterworks.	I	will	often	speakof	this	characteristicand	will	draw	a	number	of	conclusions	from	it.	To	repeae	what	is	said	in	this	regard	is	not	to	be	considered	theory,	but	rather	a	more	or	less	detailed	comparison,	in	which	it	is	not	as	important	that	it	holds	in	every	respect	as	drat	it	gives	rise	to
psychological	and	physical	exploration.	As	for	myself,	since	the	instructions	I	gave	were	untested	products	of	my	own	thought,	I	was	compelled	by.y	errors,	which	were	quickly	exposed,to	examine	my	instructions	anew	and	improve	their	formulation.	And	the	result:	the	evolution	of	no	other	art	is	so	greatly	encumbered	by	its	teachersas	is	that	of
music.	Therefore,	I	prefer	the	older	method,	which	from	the	outset	required	the	pupil	to	determine	the	sequenceof	chords	himself.	382-9.	CARTER	U	N	I	V	E	R	S	I	T	YO	F	C	A	L	I	F	O	R	N	I	AP	R	E	S	S	BERKELEY	LOSANGELES	CONTENTS	TRANSLATOR,S	PREFACE	PAGE	XlI1	PREFACE	TO	THE	FIRST	EDITION	I	PREFACE	TO	THE	THIRD	EDITION	4
I	T	H	E	O	R	Y	O	R	S	Y	S	T	E	MO	F	P	R	E	S	E	N	T	A	T	I	O	N	I	z	i	l	T	H	E	M	E	T	H	O	D	O	F	T	E	A	C	H	I	N	GH	A	R	M	O	N	Y	rj	m	C	O	N	S	O	N	A	N	C	EA	N	D	D	I	S	S	O	N	A	N	C	E	18	I	V	T	H	E	M	A	J	O	RM	O	D	E	A	N	D	T	H	E	D	I	A	T	O	N	I	C	CHORDS	2j	The	DiatonicTriads	3r,	Spacingthe	Chords33,	Connectionof	the	Diatonic	Primary	and	SecondaryTriads	18,
Connection	of	the	Diatonic	Primary	and	SecondaryTriads	in	Short	Phrases4z,The	VIIth	Degree46,	The	Inversionsof	the	Triads	;2,	a	The	Sixth	Chord	5y,	ParallelOctaves	and	Fifths	6o,	Connectionof	the	Triads	with	the	Sixth	Chords,the	Sixth	Chords	with	the	Triads	and	the	Sixth	Chords	with	One	Another	7r,	6	The	Six-FourChord75,	SeventhChords8r,
Inversionsof	the	Seventh	Chords89,	Connectionof	SeventhChordswith	One	Another	9z	V	THE	MINOR	MODE	The	DiatonicTriadsin	Minor	99,	fnversionof	the	Triadsin	Minor	ro;,	SeventhChords	and	their	Inversionsin	Minor	ro8	V	I	C	O	N	N	E	C	T	I	O	NO	F	C	H	O	R	D	ST	H	A	T	H	A	V	E	N	O	COMMON	TONE	(HARMONISCHES	BAND)	rtz	V	I	I	S	O	M	ED	I
R	E	C	T	I	O	N	SF	O	R	O	B	T	A	I	N	I	N	G	B	E	T	T	E	R	C;O	N	C	E	R	N	I	N	GM	E	L	O	D	I	C	PROGRESSIONS	CONDUCTOF	THE	TWO	OUTERVOICES;	,	ADENCES,	T	H	E	N	C	O	N	C	E	R	N	I	N	GC	L	O	S	E	S	C	,	ND	THE	SIX-FOUR	D	E	C	E	P	T	I	V	EC	A	D	E	N	C	E	SA	ttt	CHORDIN	THE	CADENCE	Guidelinesfor	usingtheMeansso	far	Introducedrz3,	Closesand
Cadences	r36,	The	Six-FourChord	in	the	Cadencer43	rz;,	DeceptiveCadences	V	I	I	I	F	R	E	E	RT	R	E	A	T	M	E	N	T	O	F	V	I	I	I	N	M	A	J	O	R	A	N	D	MINOR	rX	MODULATION	146	rto	CONTENTS	X	X	S	E	C	O	N	D	A	R	YD	O	M	I	N	A	N	T	SA	N	D	O	T	H	E	R	N	O	N	D	I	A	T	O	N	I	C	C	H	O	R	D	SD	E	R	I	V	E	D	F	R	O	M	T	H	E	r7t	CHURCHMODES	Guidelinesr88,
Conceming	the	Diminished	SeventhChord	r9z,	Guidelines	for	the	Use	of	the	DiminishedSeventhChord	zor	)(I	RHYTHM	(TAKT)	AND	HARMONY	2oz	XII	MODULATIONS:	CONTINUATION	2cl7	To	the	Third	and	Fourth	CirclesUpward	zo7,To	the	Third	and	Fourth	CirclesDownward	zr8	X	I	I	I	R	E	L	A	T	I	O	N	S	H	I	PT	O	T	H	E	M	I	N	O	R	S	U	B	DOMINANT
zz2	Guidelineszzy	XMT	M	o	r	e	a	b	o	u	tt	h	e	THE	FRONTIERS	OF	TONALITY	diminished	seventh	chord;	then	about	the	augmented	triad;	further:	the	augmented	six-five,	four-three,	and	two	chords	and	the	augmented	sixth	chord	(ofthe	IInd	degreeand	on	other	degrees).	Of	coursegifted	pupils	may	be	able	to	do	it	moderately	well;	for	theseare
alreadyequipped,through	listening	to	music	and	remembering	it,	with	a	certain	instinct	for	the	right	harmonic	progression.	Texas,	for	example,	waived	their	work	search	requirement	for	many	months	but	reinstated	it	on	November	1.	I	will	show	how	quickly	this	systemfails,	how	soon	one	has	to	break	into	it	to	patch	up	its	holes	with	a
secondsystem(which	is	still	no	system),in	order	even	halfway	to	accommodatethe	most	familiar	facts.	The	state	agency	will	provide	guidance	on	that	as	well	as	any	other	issues	that	could	impact	your	claim.Step	2:	Determine	Your	EligibilityAs	stated	earlier,	you	need	to	meet	certain	criteria	in	order	to	be	eligible	for	unemployment	benefits.
Nevertheless,it	will	occasionallybe	necessary	even	at	the	most	elementarystageto	give	directionswhose	applicationwill	not	be	fully	realized	until	a	higher	stage	is	reached.After	all,	this	work	is	supposed	to	be	preparation	for	the	study	of	composition.	The	first	edition	was	published	in	r9rr.r	Since	the	appearanceof	the	revised	edition,	it	has	been
reprinted	a	number	of	times.	The	attempt	to	construct	laws	of	art	from	common	attributes	should	no	sooner	be	omitted	from	a	textbook	of	art	than	should	the	techniqueof	comparison.But	no	one	should	claim	that	such	wretched	results	are	to	be	regardedas	eternal	laws,	as	somethingsimilar	to	natural	laws.	r44].	For,	once	again,the	laws	of	nature
admit	no	exceptions,vzhereastheories	of	art	consist	mainly	of	exceptions.What	we	do	achievecan	be	enough,	if	it	is	given	as	a	method	of	teaching,as	a	system	of	presentation-	a	systemwhose	organizationmay	aim,	sensiblyand	practically,	towards	the	goals	of	instruction;	a	system	whose	clariry	is	simply	clarity	of	presentation,a	system	that	does	not
pretend	to	clarify	the	ultimate	nature	of	the	things	presented.	The	vassalis	there,	however,	becauseof	the	king,	as	his	follower.	c.	However,	as	I	mentioned	earlier,	since	t4	MAJOR	MODE:	DTATONTC	CHORDS	many	chord	connections	are	not	of	purely	harmonic	origins,	but	rather	of	melodic,	it	is	necessaryto	connect	the	chords	in	such	a	way	that	the
melodic	influenceshave	a	chanceto	become	evident.	And	here	we	have	hit	the	theorists'	most	vulnerable	spo*	Their	theories	are	intended	to	serve	as	practical	aestheticslthey	are	intended	to	influence	the	senseofbeauty	in	such	a	way	that	it	will	produce,	for	example,	harmonic	progressions	whose	effect	can	be	regarded	as	beautiful;	they	are	intended
to	justify	the	exclusion	of	those	sounds	and	progressions	that	are	esteemednot	beautiful.	For	example,the	final	chords	were	almost	always	major	chords,	even	though	the	Dorian,	Aeolian,	and	Phrygian	modesindicatedminor	6nal	chords.	gj-4.Originally	published	in	Leipzig,	I9o6,	Busoni'swork	was	reprinted	in	this	anthology	from	Theodore
Baker'stranslation,publishedby	G.	Secondary	seventh	chords	(r9rl;	Secondarydominants(t76,	38y);Triads	(diminished);	Seventh	and	Ninth	chords;	Neapolitan	sixth	(234ff);	Fourthree,	Six-five,	and	Two	chords	(augmented)(t+fi),	and	the	two	unnamed	vagrant	chords	(256ff);	Seventh	chord	(diminished)	on	the,	see	also	r99	and	20r	-	in	minor:	see	Triads,
diminished,	in	minor;	guidelines	for	their	use,	rz4	in	cadences	to	secondary	degrees	treated	as	momentary	tonics	(tonartmcissi	g	ausgefrihr	t),	7o7	Sequence,84r	97,	rzz,	zSzf	'bcise	Seventh,	zz,	41	(leap	of	a);	the	Sieben'	[bad	seventh],	fi79l,	r4o,	146;	ascending,365f	Seventh	chord(s),	82ff,	gzff;	zt9	and	zzo	('directional');	277,	Szof;	in	minor,	to8ff,361f;
preparationby	means	of	the	octave,rl4;	in	the	cadence,r15;	in	the	deceptive	cadence,	r17	and	ry9;'	guidelines	for	their	use,	r24	and	r9off	(secondary	seventh	chords);	connection	of	all,	36o1363,	[92];	alterations	o[,	35o,	314ff;	see	a[so	Dominant	Seventh	-,	inversionsof,	81tr,	9zf;	in	minor,	I	r	r;	guideiines	for	their	use,	I24;	see	also	Six-five,	Four-three,
and	Two	chords	-,	augmented,	79rf;	see	a[so	Six-6ve,	Four-three,	and	Two	chords,	augmented	-,	artiicial	with	diminished	fifth,	see	Triads,	diminished,	as	secondarydominants	-,	diminished,	r47ff,	tgzffl	zot	(guidelines	for	its	use),	zr	r	(with	pedalpoint),	238ff,	258,	259ff,266f,	385;	inversions,	l9al,	ry9f;	in	chorales,z93f	footnote;	some	other	details,	365,
366f,	78off;	see	also	Fifth,	diminished,	Ninth	chord	and	Seventh	degree	Seventh	degree,	72,	4:,f,	46ff,	71	$ixth	chord),	8o	(six-four	chord),	8zf;	guidelines	for	its	use,	rz4f;	seventh	chord,	gr)	1241andr9z;	in	minor,	97ff,	rc8ff,	:	,-.;;	l:r:.,:g,	".	If	any	of	Schoenberg'sstictures	quoted	above	have	been	violated	here	(Alas	!	they	have),	then	I	can	only	plead	in
my	defense	the	truism	that	translation	requires	change,a	putting-into-other-words.	SomeI	haveto	thank	in	yet	anotherrespect.Thosewho	havesupportedme	in	this	work	through	proofreading,etc.;	through	approval,which	wasgratifying	to	me;	and	through	criticism,	which	roused	me,	but	also	brought	my	attentionto	a	numberof	shortcomings:Alban	Berg
(who	preparedthe	topical	index),	Dr.	Karl	Horwitz,	Dr.	Heinrich	Jalowetz,Karl	Linke,	Dr.	Robert	Neumann,JosefPolnauer,Erwin	Stein,and	Dr.	Anton	von	Webern.Someof	them	will	soonbe	heardfrom	in	bettercircumstances.	Therefore,	it	will	surely	benefit	us	here,	in	the	study	of	harmony,	to	derive	the	naftrreof	chord	connectionsstrictly	from	the	nature
of	the	chords	themselves,	putting	asiderhythmic,	melodic,	and	other	such	considerations.For	the	complexity	that	would	arise,	if	all	possibilitiesof	harmonic	functions	were	compounded	with	all	rhythmic	and	motivic	possibilities,would	surely	overwhelm	the	teacheras	well	as	the	pupil.	able	dissonances,	That	assertionis	proved	by	the	incomplete	or
unusual	scalesof	many	other	as	much	right	as	we	to	explain	them	by	appeal	peoples,who	have,	nevertheless,	to	nature.	Hence,	I	never	imposed	those	6xed	rules	with	which	a	pupil's	brain	is	so	carefully	tied	up	in	knots.	Then	he	went	on	to	discuss	some	minor	chords	that	are	remote	from	the	key	and	suggestedtwo	ways	one	can	relate,	for
example,minor	triads	on	dlr	rb,	f#,	af,	and	b	to	the	key	of	C	major.	Schoenbergenlargedvarious	sectionssubstantially,in	addi'Guidelines'	he	specifically	mentioned	in	tion	to	the	the	Preface.	421-l.In	Chapter	XIX	(p.	Modulation	to	a	minor	and	to	e	minor	is	carried	out	just	as	simply	with	these	samemeans.	84.	Thus,	we	can	only	base	our	thought	on	such
conjectures	as	will	satisfy	our	formal	necessity	for	senseand	coherencewithout	their	being	considered	narural	laws.	Actually	we	have	little	need	for	this	device	here,	but	we	shall	use	it	later	to	give	extra	help	where	the	modulation	is	not	sufficiently	forceful	and	clear	(since	repetition	brings	reinforcement).	29-1,c..	.'-	adherenceto	which	shall
'indispensable'be	indispensableto	all	musicalform.	One	must	rememberthat	the	minor	key	consistsof	two	scales,the	ascendingand	the	descending.Here,	naturally,the	ascendingis	to	be	used,	sincewe	want	to	effecta	cadence,a	close,And	the	descendingscaledoesnot	contain	neutralchords,or	at	most	they	arethoseof	more	remoteneutrality:thosein	which
the	seventh(and	sixth)	tone	must	be	first	neutralized,accordingto	the	laws	of	the	pivot	tones,	in	order	to	admit	the	raisedtones,	These	chords	are,	to	be	sure,	relatively	neutralin	this	sense,yet	lessso	than	thosethat	do	not	offer	this	obstacle.And	only	in	this	senseis	to	be	understood,farther	on,	the	introduction	of	V	of	C	as	relatively	neutralfor	e	minor.
But	it	is	more	ambitious.ft	is	not	contentto	be	merelythe	attemptto	find	laws;it	professesto	have	found	the	eterrul	laws.	Photo	Courtesy:	skaman306/Moment/Getty	Images	Once	your	claim	has	been	processed,	you	will	need	to	make	an	appointment	at	your	nearest	American	Job	Center	for	your	state	or	set	up	an	account	online.	Perhapshere,	once
again,	Iaws	and	scaleswill	be	erectedand	accordedan	aesthetictimelessness.	The	exampleshere	have	been	revised	according	to	Rufer's	correctionsand	revisions.	To	represent	life	in	art,	life,	with	its	flexibility,	its	possibilities	for	change,its	necessitiesl	to	acknowledge	as	the	sole	eternal	law	evolution	and	change	-	this	way	has	to	be	more	fruitful	than	the
other,	where	one	assumesan	end	of	evolution	because	one	can	thus	round	off	the	system.	All	sensationsthat	it	releases-	indeed,	these	are	the	effects	that	make	known	its	properties	-	bring	their	influence	to	bear	in	some	senseon	the	form	of	which	the	tone	is	a	component,	that	is,	on	the	piece	of	music.	But	what	has	merely	not	been	common	usagecan
very	well	becomeso,	although	it	does	not	have	to.	But	it	is	quite	certain	that	they	all	do	contribute	more	or	less,	that	of	the	acousticalemanations	of	the	tone	nothing	is	lost.	Form:	disposition	[of	the	materialJfor	the	constructionand	developmentof	musicalideas.	As	namesof	keys	or	tonalities	small	letters	indicate	minor,	capitalsindicate	major	(e.g.	c
minor,	A	major).	Set	up	email	notifications,	if	possible,	and	watch	closely	for	any	messages	requesting	additional	information.	It	all	simply	dependson	the	growing	ability	of	the	analyzingear	to	familiarizeitself	with	the	remote	overtones,thereby	expanding	the	conception	of	what	is	euphonious,	suitable	for	art,	so	that	it	embracesthe	whole	nazural
phenomenon.	I	labored	rather	to	show	him	the	nature	of	the	matter	from	the	ground	up.	The	principal	aim	of	harmony	instruction	is	to	connectchords	with	an	ear	to	their	individualities,to	arrangethem	in	such	progressionsas	will	produce	an	effectsuitablefor	the	task	at	hand;	and	to	achievethis	aim,	not	much	skill	in	voice	leading	is	required.
Stein'sPrefaceis	datedMarch,	1923.	But	it	seemsto	me	asif	I	havear	leastmanaged	to	escapethose	straits	where	one	has	to	concedeexceptions.The	principles	of	this	systemyield	possibilitiesin	excessof	those	that	have	acruallybeenrealized	[in	music].	It	is	much	more	correct	to	say	that	the	development	of	harmony	was	not	only	essentially	influenced	by



melodic	principles,	that	the	development	of	the	possibility	of	voice	M	A	J	O	RM	O	D	E	:D	I	A	T	o	N	I	CC	H	O	R	D	S	,27	leading	was	not	only	essentiallyinfluencedby	harmonic	principles,	but	that	in	many	ways	each	was	actually	determined	by	the	other.	zr.	Or	it	will	neverhappen!	The	activity	which	in	suchmanneremanatesfrom	the	teachercomesback
againto	him.	Where	the	pupil	must	acceptas	given	whatever	'for	'about	its	its	name',	but	not	the	teacherimposeson	him	and	may	surely	ask	kind'.	z	lbid.,	p.	Here	it	is	advisable,if	the	modulation	is	to	be	done	smoothly,	to	bear	in	mind	the	rules	of	pivot	tonesapplying	to	the	natural	sixth	and	seventh.*Thus,	g	andlfmust	be	treatedas	the	third	and	fourth	*
At	this	point	I	musttakeprecautions	againsta	misunderstanding:	Herethe	chord	of	modulation	should	never	come	about	chromatically,for	exampleby	movement	from	the	g	in	I	of	C	to	gfi.	In	generalI	do	not	intend	to	name	individual	methods	and	engagein	polemics	againstthem.	.c	c	.	However,	like	the	English	words,	it	is	commonly	usedto
denoteextensiveschoolingand	erudition,	even	though	thesedo	not	necessarilyimpart	understanding.	s'My	Evolution',Musical	QuarterlyrXXXVIII,	No.	4,	October,rgj2,	pp.	Finally,	keep	in	mind	that	unemployment	benefits	are	taxable,	so	it’s	generally	wise	to	choose	to	have	taxes	withheld	from	each	payment	when	you	first	open	your	claim.Step	5:	Collect
Your	Unemployment	BenefitsMost	claims	are	processed	within	two	to	three	calendar	weeks	or	10	business	days,	although	delays	could	occur	during	times	of	high	claim	volumes.	It	is	a	duty	and	a	pleasureto	acknowledge	here	my	debt	to	those	who	have	facilitatedthe	preparationof	this	work:	to	Dr.	John	F.	This	word	one	can	detect	a	whiff	of	eternity!
Dare	to	feel	otherwise,	young	artist,	and	you	have	them	all	against	you,	those	who	claim	that	I	am	merely	saying	what	everybody	knows.	on	the	other	hand,	whenever	the	Grpenter	introduces	flutings	to	enliven	a	smooth	surface,	he	exhibits	bad	taste	equal	to	that	of	most	artists,	and	almost	as	little	imagination;	even	so	his	imagination	and	taste	equal
that	of	all	music	theorists.	The	range	of	the	voices	is,	as	far	as	this	purely	schematic	treatment	is	concerned,	approximately	that	indicated	by	the	half	notes:	r	I	am	taking	suchpainswith	thesethings,not	so	much	out	of	concernthat	the	pupil	might,	if	they	werenot	explained,	thoughtlessly	acceptand	mechanically	applythem,	as	to	establishexplicitly	that
theseprinciplesare	not	derivedfrom	aesthetics	but	from	practicalconsiderations.	t2+-J.	[Order,	clarity]	are	there	by	chance,not	by	law,	not	by	necessityl	and	what	we	claim	to	perceiveas	laws	[defining	order	and	clarity]	may	perhaps	only	be	laws	governing	our	perception,	without	therefore	being	the	laws	a	work	of	art	must	obey.	Besides-	just	how	far
do	our	major	and	minor	conform	to	nature,	since	they	are,	after	all,	a	tempered	systeml	And	what	about	those	parts	that	do	not	conforml	It	is	preciselythese	that	foment	revolt.	On	the	other	hand,	the	'melodizing'	so	commonly	encounteredl	ruins	the	pupil's	taste	and	evokes	in	him	false	notions	concerning	composition.	But	to	do	this	the	way	it	should
be	done,	i.e.	by	examiningthe	harmonic	structure	of	an	entire	work	and	the	significanceof	the	individual	chords	and	chord	progressions,would	be	impossiblewithin	the	limits	of	a	harmony	course.	But	they	do	know	what	matters:	the	searchitself'!	I	hope	my	pupils	will	commit	themselves	to	searching!	Becausethey	will	know	that	one	searchesfor	the
sake	of	searching.That	finding,	which	is	indeed	the	goal,	can	easily	put	an	end	to	striving.	And,	what	is	mostdisastrousof	all,	it	is	thenthe	beliefthat	ayardstickhasbeen	found	by	which	to	measureartistic	worth,	even	that	of	future	works.	Book	Synopsis	A	new	critical	foreword	by	Walter	Frisch,	H.	expressedmusically	in	his	Schoenberg	added	several
examples	in	the	revised	edition,	especially	in	the	later	chapters.A	number	of	other	revisions	(but	by	no	meansall)	are	also	indicated	here	and	there	in	the	translation	by	translator's	foomotes.	Enlargements	include	in	particular	the	number	of	examplesin	the	first	half	of	the	book.	Beckmesser's	epithet,expressinghis	hatred	for	[r	Wagner,	Die
Meistersinger,	as	'meddlesome	upstart','disgustingpretender',and	the	Walther,	may	be	paraphrased	like.l	THEORY	OR	SYSTEMI	'That	sounds	good	or	bad'	(beautiful	and	judgments.	The	facts	cited	above	can	quite	naturaily	arouse	one's	curiosity	as	to	what	changes	he	may	have	made	in	revising	his	Theory	of	Harmony.	This	is	true,	on	the	one	hand,
becauseof	the	limits	of	our	abilities;	on	the	other,	because,whether	we	are	conscious	of	it	or	not,	the	material	[the	medium]	in	which	the	imitation	is	presented	differs	from	the	material	or	materialsof	the	stimulus,	so	that,	for	example,	visual	or	tactile	sensationsmight	be	representedin	the	material	of	auditory	sensations.r	If,	then,	perhapseven	the
simplest	imitation	of	narure	is	basedon	a	complex,	on	manifold	combinationsand	recombinations,and	if	it	is	understandablydifficult	to	identify	the	externalobjectswhich	were	the	models,	then	unsurmountable	difficulties	lie	in	the	way	of	analysis	if	the	impression	on	the	observing	subject	is	now	taken	as	the	point	of	deparrurefor	inquiry.	CONSONANCE
AND	DISSONANCE	are	recorded	by	the	subconscious,	and	when	they	ascend	into	the	conscious	they	are	analyzedand	their	relation	to	the	total	sound	is	determined.But	this	relation	is,	to	repeat,	as	follows:	the	more	immediate	overtones	contribute	more,	the	more	remote	contribute	/as.r.Hence,	the	distinction	between	them	is	only	a	matter	of
degree,not	of	kind.	:J	-972,	184,	185	Six-four	chord,	55,	,-5f,	6s	:	r-ri	"threechord,	89f;in	minor.	To	qualify	for	unemployment,	an	individual	who	lost	their	job	must	be	eligible	for	work,	able	to	work	and	actively	seeking	employment.	He	went	on	to	argue	for	the	use	of	twelve	tones,	elaborated	polyphonically,	as	preferable,	at	least	for	some	time,	to
further	proliferation	of	tones	within	the	octave.	It	must	therefore	be	regarded,	with	all	its	properties	and	effects,	as	suitable	for	art.	Long	story	short,	where	you’re	currently	residing	might	not	be	the	state	that	will	pay	you	unemployment	benefits	if	you	haven’t	lived	there	long.	(J)	(d)	---7nm-f-	-	'l't	I	The	quarter	notes	in	parenthesesindicate	those	tones
at	each	extreme	of	the	ranges	that	may	be	used	in	case	of	necessiry.	I3).I	E	rHEoRyon	systrul	understandably	takespains	to	fortify	his	unnaturalposition.	Nevertheless,even	if	a	chemical	compound	does	have	characteristics	other	than	those	of	the	elements	from	which	it	was	formed,	and	if	the	impression	a	work	of	art	makes	does	display
characteristicsother	than	those	which	could	be	derived	from	each	single	component,	it	is	still	justifiable	for	many	a	purpose,in	analyzingthe	total	phenomenon,to	bring	up	for	consideration	various	characteristicsof	the	basic	components.	It	may	be	that	here	again	many	digressions	and	errors	will	have	to	be	overcome;	perhaps	these,	too,	will	lead	to
exaggerationsor	to	the	delusion	that	now	the	ultimate,	the	immutable	has	been	found.	At	first	glanceit	looks	as	if	what	I	say	here	would	contradictwhat	I	say	in	the	introduction	about	the	scope	of	harmony	teaching	and	in	the	later	chapter	'Non-harmonic	Tones'.	Note,	and	the	chords	constructed	in	fourths.	That	assertionis	6rst	of	all
presumptuous;secondlythough,	it	is	an	aestheticiudgment.	But	even	if	he	did	aim	at	a	systematicpedagogical	presentation	rather	than	a	systematic	theory,	his	presentation	is	nevertheless	saturated	with	theory,	with	speculation	(the	roots	of	both	words	denoted	'looking'and	'seeing',and	Schoenbergindeedexhorts	us	to	'search');thus	the	only	English
translation	of	the	Harmonielehre	available	heretofore,	that	of	I	Infra,	p.	Were	the	pupil	able	to	extract	from	the	musical	literature	what	he	needsfor	composing,	then	no	one	would	have	to	teachharmony.	Our	age	seeks	many	things.	1.	theoneon	,r.,",.11t_1tt	Irnoyn	V,	shouldneverbec:	';;,:I;li	,hink,he;,.0,*J",lr'-*'a;+i;;li;i:i}::Jf	ff	:"Jff	m.aio.r	j,	orc.i.i"..	The
harmonic	senseof	the	key	(Tonart)	in	all	its	ramificationsis	comprehensible	only	in	relation	to	the	idea	of	tonality,	which	should	therefore	be	explained	before	anything	else.	And	if	the	carpenter	knows	which	types	of	wood	are	required	by	a	particular	job	and	selectsaccordingly,	he	is	thus	taking	natural	relationships	and	materials	into	account,	iust	as
does	the	music	theorist	when,	appraising	the	possibilities	of	themes,	he	recognizes	how	long	a	piece	may	be.	In	fact,	he	mentioned	that	word	only	twice	in	his	Theory	of	Harmony	(the	other	instance	is	on	page	rz8).	Carter	P	R	E	F	A	C	ET	O	T	H	E	F	I	R	S	T	E	D	I	T	I	O	N	This	book	I	have	learned	from	my	pupils.	Therefore,	whenever	I	theorize,	it	is	less
important	whether	these	theories	be	right	than	whether	they	be	useful	as	comparisons	to	clarify	the	obiect	and	to	give	the	study	perspective.	Schirmer,Inc.,	rgrz).	Photo	Courtesy:	JGI/Tom	Grill/Getty	Images	After	you’ve	lost	your	job,	contact	your	state	unemployment	agency	as	soon	as	possible.	You	put	bits	in,	leavethings	out,	make	somethinglong-
windedout	of	what	was	said	clearly	and	concisely,chooseuncharacteristicexpressionsto	replacepertinent	ones,and	evengo	so	far	as	to	changethe	structureofparagraphs..	This	combination	of	human	voices	is	iust	as	practical	as	it	is	natural,	as	we	shall	seeboth	now	and	later.	3.	Subsequently,	I	shall	be	compelled	to	take	issuewith	various	aspectsof
tonality	and	can	therefore	confine	my	remarks	here	to	just	two	points:	(r)	I	do	not,	as	apparentlyall	theoristsbefore	me	have	done,	considertonality	an	eternallaw,	a	natural	law	of	music,	even	though	this	law	is	consistentwith	the	simplest	conditions	of	the	natural	model,	that	is,	of	the	tone	and	the	fundamental	chord;	all	the	same,however,	(z)	it	is
essentialthat	the	pupil	learn	thoroughly	the	basis	of	this	effect	[tonality]	and	how	to	attain	it.	Efforts	to	discoverlaws	of	art	can	then,	at	best,	produce	resultssomethinglike	those	of	a	good	comparison:that	is,	they	can	influencethe	way	in	which	the	senseorgan	of	the	subject,	the	observer,orients	itself	to	the	attributes	of	the	object	observed.In	making	a
comparisonwe	bring	closer	what	is	too	distant,	thereby	enlarging	details,	and	remove	to	some	distance	what	is	too	close,	thereby	gaining	perspective.No	greaterworth	than	somethingof	this	sorr	can,	at	present,be	ascribedto	laws	of	art.	Mitchell);	Faber	and	Faber	Herbert	Read,	TAeMeaning	of	Art;Universal	Edition	-	Erwin	Stein,	Praktischer	I	For
some	instructive	commeotson	the	problems	of	translatingSchoenberg's	prose,seeLeo	Black'sTranslator'sPrefacein	the	new	(r97y)	edition	of	Schoenberg's	Style	and	ldea.	Therefore	the	chords	are	presented	as	entities	resulting	from	the	concurrent	movement	of	parts;	but	in	so	presenting	them	one	should	not	forget	that	the	Motor	that	drives	this
movement	of	voices,	the	motive,	is	absent.For	presenting	chord	progressionsthrough	the	movement	of	parts,	since	most	harmonic	events	require	an	average	of	four	parts,	we	use	a	combination	of	the	four	principal	types	of	the	human	voice:	soprano,	alto,	tenor,	and	bass.With	these	we	obtain	the	so-calledfour-part	writing.	Thus,	for	example,	not	every
biography	has	to	begin	with	the	birth	of	the	hero,	or	indeed	farther	back	with	his	ancestors,nor	end	with	his	death.	Gertrud	Schoenberg	for	permission	and	encouragement	to	undertake	the	translation	and	to	Mr.	Lawrence	Schoenberg	for	smoothing	the	way	toward	publication;	to	Mrs.	The	II	of	minor	provides	a	good	meansfor	modulating	to	the	minor
keys,	especially	as	a	seventh	(six-five,	four-three,	or	two)	chord.	And	he	learns	to	love	the	work	of	his	forebears,even	if	he	cannot	apply	it	directly	to	his	own	life,	even	if	he	has	to	translate	it	in	order	to	put	it	to	very	different	use.	Yet,	the	senseof	this	beautifulword,	Bildung,	is	entirely	different;and,	since	the	word	now	carriesa	derogatory	connotation,it
shouldbe	replacedby	AusbildungandDurchbildung.	As	for	laws	establishedby	custom,	however	-	th"y	will	eventually	be	disestablished.What	happenedto	the	tonality	of	the	church	modes,if	not	thatl	It	is	easyfor	us	now	to	say	tliat'the	church	modes	were	unnatuml,	but	our	scales	conform	to	nature'.	The	realizationof	a	thorough	bassmay	have	had	value
formerly,	when	it	was	still	the	keyboard	player's	task	to	accompanyfrom	figured	basses.To	teach	it	today,	when	no	musicianneedsit	any	more,	seryesno	purposeand	is	a	wasteof	time,	hinders	more	important	work,	and	fails	above	all	to	make	the	pupil	selfreliant.	Only	action,	movement,produceswhat	could	truly	be	called	education	or	culture	(Bildwg):r
namely,	training	(Ausbildtng),	discipline	and	cultivation	(Durchbildung).	That	explains	why	it	used	to	be	questioned	whether	they	are	consonancesat	all.	Instead,	I	would	rather	just	acknowledge	my	obvious	debt	to	the	existing	systemsfor	many	ideas.How	many	ideasand	which	ones	I	no	longer	know.	He	could	be	taken	for	something	else,	and	here	we
have	a	third	distinction:	the	nobler	professionmust	be	designatedby	a	correspondingly	nobler	title.	Loading	PreviewSorry,	preview	is	currently	unavailable.	Advanced	embedding	details,	examples,	and	help!	Photo	Courtesy:	Witthaya	Prasongsin/Moment/Getty	Images	Due	to	the	COVID-19	pandemic,	unemployment	rates	rose	sharply	in	the	United
States	in	the	spring	of	2020.	And	thus	it	is	explained	how	the	scalethat	finally	emerged	is	put	togetherfrom	the	most	important	componentsof	a	fundamentaltone	and	its	nearestrelatives.	It	can	give	assurance,however,	that	through	attention	to	its	directionsthe	pupil	can	producesomethingwhich	in	its	materialsand	techniquesresemblesolder
compositions-	that	is,	up	to	the	point	where,	even	in	the	technical,	mechanicalaspects,the	creative	mind	forsakes	every	[conventional]	control.	We	may	nevertheless	take	issuewith	theoristswho	set	up	complicateddocuines	(Lehren);	for,	contary	to	those	doctrines,	we	have	to	give	the	discoverers	credit	not	only	for	instinct,	but	for	the	ability	to	reason	as
well.	In	the	examples,	the	'i'	letter	was	not	used	in	the	original	(perhapsto	avoid	confusion	with	the	letter	'i'),	nor	is	it	used	here.	The	order	we	call	artistic	form	is	not	an	end	in	itself,	but	an	expedient.As	such	by	all	meansjustified,	but	to	be	rejectedabsolutelywherever	it	claims	to	be	more,	to	be	aesthetics.This	is	not	lr	Cf.	supra,p.	The	conditions	our
conceptualpower	imposes,a	mirror	image	of	our	own	nature	(Beschafenheir),may	be	observed	in	the	work.	8	CurrentMusicology,XI	(r97r),	pp.	The	little	that	is	necessaryto	deal	with	forbidden	parallels,	dissonances,and	the	like	can	be	mastered	rather	easily.	In	other	words,	art	does	not	then	represent	merely	the	objects	or	the	occasionsthat	make
impressions,but	above	all	these	impressions	t*remselves,ultimately	without	reference	to	their	What,	When,	and	How.	Our	peers	over	at	Ask.com	have	the	answers.	There	are	no	such	things	as	ninth	chords,	or	they	sound	harsh	(whyt).	As	a	musicianwho	did	not	collecthis	knowledge	by	reading,	but	who	may	rather	characterizeq/hat	he	offers	as	the
results	of	his	own	thought	about	his	experiencesin	teaching	and	composing,	I	presumably	'	have	the	right	not	to	be	fettered	by	the	citation	of	sourcescustomary	in	scholarly	works.	To	the	latter	I	devote	the	utmost	care;	for	in	modulation	as	in	the	cadence,the	architectonic,	the	structural	functions	of	harmony,	of	chord	connection,are	indeed	most
intensively	expressed.	If	among	the	three	upper	voices	the	tones	sung	by	two	adjacent	voices	are	far	enough	apart	that	one	or	more	chord	tones	can	be	inserted	between	them,	then	the	chord	is	in	open	posirion.	It	is,	indeed,	not	to	be	maintained	that	compliancewith	such	laws,	which	after	all	may	correspond	merely	to	the	state	of	the	observer,	will
assure	the	creation	of	a	work	of	art.	Y	Itr	CIVIII	''rll	C	I	VU	a	IIl.	t	r	r	v	v	{>	CT	trVI	afr	ryI	tr	V	f)	e)	aAI	U	-	it)	o^9.Q.6	ct	vtr	,r	4mI	rv	f,	c)	C	T	IV	alIL	VI	-	vtr	IIv	C	T	II	VII	alfr.	8	Adams,ibid.,	p.	Schoenbergused	his	harmony	text	as	a	vehicle	for	publishing	his	views,	not	only	on	the	origins,	evolution,	and	implications	of	harmonic	practice,	but	also	.
Close	position	is	definedas	follows:	the	upper	three	voicesall	sing	chord	tones	so	spacedthat	no	other	chord	tone	can	be	inserted	between	two	adjacentvoices.	That	the	pupil	should	learn	so	to	search	-	this	Schoenberg	considered	his	most	important	teaching.	IVth	andvth	degrees,;;;;1,;'",;":::::i:':::",0	""';;;t;::::it:sponding	i"	,i"	'r-*4",	ca.lled	i:,1!:
lustomarilv	major,.i"ar.	'consonance'and	'dissonance',	Now	if	I	continue	to	use	the	expressions	even	though	they	are	unwarranted,	I	do	so	becausethere	are	signs	that	the	evolution	of	harmony	will,	in	a	short	time,	prove	the	inadequacyof	this	classification.	an	intelThe	considerationand	judgment	of	harmonic	events	necessitates	ligible	classification.This
classificationwill	be	so	much	the	more	complete,the	method	of	more	it	satisfieslegitimateclaims.Now	I	find	that	the	long-established	instruction	is	adequatefor	most	of	the	demandswe	may	make,	with	the	reservations	that	it	is	no	system,	and	that	it	can	only	take	us'to	a	certain	point.	ant	of	the	dominant	(rr8f,	rs--f	.	One	might	describe	the	edition	of
rgzI	as	merely	a	polishedand	expandedversion	of	that	of	r9r	r.	Then,	in	the	first	edition,	having	thus	arived	at	the	topic	indicatedby	the	title	of	this	section,he	simply	dismissedthe	topic	by	saying	that'a	future	theory	will	undoubtedly	follow	that	coursel	it	would	thereby	reach	the	only	correct	solution	to	this	otherwise	difficult	problem.'	The	chapter	then
ended	with	a	short	paragraph	merely	repeating	a	point	he	had	made	earlier,	that	all	chords	can	be	'	vagrant',	even	triads.	Methods	by	which	a	body	of	material	is	coherently	organized	and	lucidly	classifed,	methods	derived	from	principles	which	will	assurean	unbroken	logic.	They	will	be	put	together	at	first	without	any	pretenseat	'effect';	the	pupil's
aims	can	becomemore	ambitious	as	the	meansat	his	command	increase.Thus	he	learnsnot	merely	to	understandthe	means,but	also	to	apply	them	correctly.	Even	if	the	analyzing	ear	does	not	becomeconscious	of	them,	they	are	still	heard	as	tone	color.	Vienna,July	r9r	I.	I	proceed,	then,	to	present	harmonic	relations	by	punuing	attentively	the	errors	of
the	past,	step	by	step,	confident	that	the	thorough	treatment	even	of	such	ideas	as	are	now	fading	into	the	background	of	practice	will	benefit	the	pupil	in	the	senseindicatedabove.	It	observesa	number	of	phenomena,	classifiesthem	accordingto	some	common	characteristics,	and	then	derives	laws	from	them.	Perhaps	this	new	division	of	the	octave	will
even	be	untempered	and	will	not	have	much	left	over	in	common	with	our	scale.However	that	may	be,	attempts	to	compose	in	quarter	or	third	tones,	as	are	being	undertaken	here	and	there,	seem	senseless,as	long	as	there	are	too	few	instruments	available	that	can	play	them.	2tc-I.	Then	he	will	not	be	disseminating	education	(Bildung),	and	'Bildung'
connotes'education'and	'culture'in	the	most	profoundsenseof	the	[1	words,	i,e,	extensive,activeknowledgethat	yields	understandingand	wisdom.	Moreover,	if	you	willingly	quit	your	job,	are	an	independent	contractor	or	otherwise	self-employed,	or	can’t	go	back	to	work	for	health	or	other	reasons,	you	might	not	qualify.	Nothing	to	do,	that	is,	explicitly.
Rufer	also	corrected	typographical	errors	in	the	examplesand	made	a	few	minor	revisions	in	their	figuration.	xr.	But	sincethere	are	numerousways	to	eliminate	what	is	disturbing	about	such	repetitions,and	sincethe	repetitionsare	not	very	bad	in	themselves,anyway,	there	is	no	reason	here	for	making	distinctions	in	value.	C.	in	particular,'ascending'
and'descend,99	ing'	(rr9,	r23)	progressions;	root	movement	by	seconds	(.over[Parallel	thirds,	fourths,	fifths,	sixths,	skipping'),	tr7ff,	rz3,	r93;	in	the	octaves,	unisons:	see	the	entries	for	the	cadence(IV	V	I	and	V	IV	I),	ryfi,	r34;	respective	intervalsl	with	secondarydominants,	r88;	P	assing(D	urchgang),	46ff;	six-four	chord,	root	movement	by	thirds,	tr6f,
ttgf,	78ff;	seventh	chord,	8r,	r38,	146;	nonrz1,	t88;	harmonic	tones,	322ff,	33o;	[chords]	root	movement	by	a	fourth	upward,	with	pedal	point,	zogf	rr6ff,	tz71	with	the	diminished	triad,	Passing	tones,	lo,	47ff,	33tr	336ft	in	the	49f,	raf;seventh	chord,	8rf,	rz4,2og;	chorale,	296,	3o3;	see	also	Dissonance	six-five	chord,	89;	diminished	seventh	and	its
treatment	chord,	r9;f;	augmented	triad,,	z4:d;	Pedal	point,	zo1,	zo9ff	ninth	chord,	346;secondarydominants,	Phrases	(Saqchen),	r	4f,	42ff	r81,	r88,	385;	Pitch:	saeTone,	dimensions	of	root	movement	by	a	fourth	downPivot	tones	(Wendepunktgesetry),	9Bf,	ward,	rrgf	footnote,	rz3,	rgg	rooff,	rz4f(guidelines);in	modulations,	root	movement	by	fifths,	see
toot	t1gf,	ft8,	zo8,	zr4	(pedal	point);	with	movement	by	fourths	secondary	dominants,	q6f;	in	the	interrupted	suspension,315	Scale	23ff,	zyff	[and	423ff	author's	footPortamento,	47	note]	(the	fifty-three	tone),	423ff	(mulPosition	of	the	chords,	close	and	open,	tiplicity	of	scale	degrees);	387tr;	789	36ff,	4o,84,	zr4	(with	pedal	point),	3o4	and	43zf[author's]
footnote	(the	poly(in	chorales);	chords	of	six	or	more	tonal	chromatic);1yf	,39yf;	asmelody,	tones,	4r7ff,	42r;	octave,	fifth,	and	76f,	78f,	zz9,	z6o,	t)2,	J)7,	J1.;gfi	third,	18	and	4o	see	also	Chromatic	and	Whole-tone	scale	Quarter	tones,	2t,	4z3f	[author's]	foot-	Second,	22;	augmented,	tg4;	step	of	a,	note	jtJi	toot	movement	by,	seaRoot
progression;augmented,zz9	Relationships	among	chords,	zz8	(third	Secondary	dominants,	t75,	r77ff,	ftgff,	and	fifth	relationships),	21,t,	185f;	and	rgrf	(guidelines	for	their	use),	among	the	keys,	11	4ff,	221ff,	269,	387f;	384ff,	386;	in	minor,	r83;	and	the	between	major	and	minor	keys	with	the	diminished	seventh	chord,	r9zff;	with	same	name,	2o7ff,
zr8f,	77tf,	387ff;	pedal	point,	zrof;	and	the	augmented	berween	the	maior	key	and	its	relative	six-five	chord,	z46f;	and	the	ninth	minor,	rTrd	2o7ff,	187ff	chord,,	347	:	I,	a	h	d	h	Seconddegree,1r,	r3rff;	su	a-::	I)-::	-.	concerningmodulation,cited	hereby	Schoenberg,	For	Richter'srecommendations	seep.	fn	the	light	of	'rest'	the	these	philosophies	may	very
well	seem	made	to	order	for	those	who	hold	to	them,	whereas,in	that	light,	the	tenets	which	constitute	these	philosophies	are	seen	to	spring	above	all	from	the	attempt	at	self-vindication.	cadence,r4r;	in	the	authenticcacic:,r..	It	is	an	imitation	of	the	original	in	a	different	language;	and	by	virtue	of	the	differences	berween	the	languages,	not	to	mention
cultural	and	generational	differences,	the	imitation	can	never	be	a	duplicate.	The	work	of	art	is	capableof	mirroring	what	we	project	into	it.	28	MAJOR	MODE:	DTATONIC	CHORDS	'Whenever	all	chords	of	a	complete	piece	of	music	appear	in	progressions	that	can	be	related	to	a	common	fundamental	tone,	one	can	then	say	that	the	idea	of	the	musical
sound	(Klang)	(which	is	conceived	as	vertical)	is	extended	to	the	horizontal	plane.	a	.	With	them	the	teacherhas	to	do	little	more	than	touch	up	minor	instancesof	roughness,weakness,or	monotony.	17.	Comfort,	with	all	its	implications,	intrudes	even	into	the	world	of	ideas	and	makes	us	far	more	content	than	we	should	ever	be.	.	Without	a	doubt,	the
ongoing	pandemic	throws	a	bit	of	a	wrench	into	the	process	of	actively	seeking	work,	so	that	component	may	vary	from	state	to	state	and	could	change	at	any	time.	(	e	f	i	)	fg	a	b	c	e	t	c	.f	e	t	c	.	xviii	but	they	are	not	a	necessary	factor	without	which	therewould	be	no	beauty;they	are	merelyan	accidental,a	circumstantialfactor.For	natureis
alsobeautifulevenwhen	we	do	not	undetstandher,	and	where	sheseemsto	us	unordered.	To	a	minor	(Example	ro9).	He	learns	to	love	it,	be	it	truth	or	error,	becausehe	finds	in	it	necessity.And	he	seesbeauty	in	that	everlasting	struggle	for	truth;	he	recognizesthat	fulfilment	is	always	the	goal	one	yearns	for,	but	that	it	could	easily	be	the	end	of	beauty.
And	againand	againto	begin	at	the	beginning;againand	againto	examineanewfor	ourselvesandattemptto	organizeanewfor	ourselves.	For,	curiously	enough,	people	of	our	time	who	formulate	new	laws	of	morality	(or,	even	more	to	their	liking,	overthrow	old	ones)	cannotliye	with	gui[t!	Yet	comfort	does	not	consider	self-discipline;	and	so	guilt	is	either
repudiated	or	transformed	into	virtue.	If	you	want	to	make	sure	your	claim	isn’t	delayed,	be	sure	to	complete	all	the	sections	fully	and	accurately.	It	is	probable	that	simultaneoussoundsof	this	kind	were	already	felt	to	be	euphonious	before	the	polyphonic	manner	of	writing	was	able	to	use	them.	CONSONANCE	AND	DISSONANCE	The	most	nearly
perfect	consonance(after	the	unison)	is	the	6rst	tone	of	the	overtone	series,	thus	the	one	that	occurs	most	frequently,	consequently	the	srongest:	the	octave.	He	himself	had	instigated	the	writing	of	the	Guide;	yet	he	could	not	gladly	approve	its	stated	purpose.	For	if	the	carpenter	knows	how	to	join	piecesof	wood	securely,	this	knowledge	is	basedno
less	on	fruitful	observation	and	experiencethan	is	the	knowledge	of	the	music	theorist	who	understands	how	to	join	chords	effectively.	Yet,	anything	else	is	relatively	pointless.	'Ausbildung'means	developmentof	skill,	and	'Durchbildung'addsthe	notion	of	thoroughness.]	'education'means	that	is	good.	Successful	completion	of	assignments	by	the	pupils
establishedthe	soundnessof	my	efforts	without	luring	me	into	the	fallacy	that	I	had	solved	the	problem	definitively.	fnference	of	the	original,	external	object	is	here	perhaps	of	only	secondaryimportance	due	to	its	lack	of	immediacy.In	its	most	advanced	state,	art	is	exclusively	concerned	with	the	representation	of	inner	nature.	Spackg	tle	Chords	3J
Tenor	Bass	_	_	|	,	l.	This	reduction	of	the	natural	relations	to	manageableones	cannot	permanently	impede	the	evolution	of	music;	and	the	ear	will	have	to	attack	the	problems,	becauseit	is	so	disposed.Then	our	scalewill	be	transformed	into	a	higher	order,	as	the	church	modes	were	transformed	into	major	and	minor	modes.	Parallelfifths	sound	bad
(whyt).	What	a	different	impression	it	makes,	though,	if	he	speaks	of	the	principle	of	tonality,	as	of	a	law	-'Thou	shalt.	Should	someone	succeedin	deriving	the	phenomenasolely	from	the	physical	propertiesof	tone	and	explaining	them	solely	on	that	basis,	should	the	problems	be	thereby	successfullyclarified	and	solved,	then	it	would	hardly	matter
whether	our	physical	knowledge	of	the	nature	of	tone	is	correct	or	not.	But	I	cannot	change	the	way	things	are,	and	so	I	must	wait.	These	As	for	what	is	new,	the	are	given	in	the	form	of	summaries	at	various	points	in	the	book	to	aid	in	the	use	of	material	already	presented.	j	ff	n*	;:.^.:	",[,	i	i:	orcours	:	ilt	ea	l#,;;i;'	major'kev	:i..",**1	ffi	name'The	other
two	ttta'	g"t'	itJ	*"t	the	same*uy,	thor.	Nevertheless,it	teacheshim	to	know	how	the	searchwas	carried	on,	the	methods	of	thinking,	the	kinds	of	errors,	the	way	little	truths	of	locally	limited	probability	became,by	being	stretchedout	into	a	system,	absolutely	untrue.	This	distinction	is	not	easy	to	grasp.	But	when	I	say	what	it	is	that	I	do	not	consider	a
necessityof	art;	when	I	say:	tonality	is	no	natural	law	of	music,	eternally	valid	-	then	it	is	plain	for	everyone	to	seehow	the	theorists	spring	up	in	indignation	to	cast	their	veto	against	my	integrity.	r9rr.]	[2	Important(andlong)footnoteby	theauthor.SeeAppendix,pp.	This	division	is	advantageous;for	it	is	thereby	possibleto	study	separately	the	factors
which	together	constitute	the	technique	of	musical	composition.	'	I6id.,	pp.	The	conclusion	that	follows	from	the	foregoing:	This	tone,	C,	is	likewise	dependent	upon	the	tone	a	fifth	below	it,	.F.	Dika	Arnold	Sclzoenberg	Newlin	(London:	Faberand	Faber,	196z).]	coNSoNANCE	AND	DTSSONANCB	rg	more	than	I	am	actually	striving	for,	since	my	goal	is
just	clarity	and	comprehensivenessof	presentation.But	however	little	that.would	displeaseme,	it	is	still	not	my	purpose.	One	feelsimmediatelythe	transitory	qualiry	of	this	chord,	and	that	it	is	usedonly	for	the	purposeof	leadingto	V,	Thus	interpreted,the	I	being	discountedas	merelya	passing	chord,	i.e,	asmelodic,the	progressionreads:IV-(I)-V-I,	nothing
but	ascendingProgressions.	As	is	perhaps	to	be	expected,the	changeshe	found	necessarywere	most	often	in	the	speculative	or	polemical	passages,many	of	which	are	longer	in	the	later	edition.	Sylvia	Fitzmaurice	and	Miss	Rose	Barber	for	their	generous	assistancewith	typing	and	research;	to	Mr.	Donald	Mitchell,	who	set	the	work	on	its	way	toward
publication,	and	to	Miss	Judith	Osborne,	who	guided	it	through	publication	and	refined	many	details;	to	my	wife	and	children,	who	endured	certain	sacrificesoccasionedby	this	workl	and	to	all	others	who	have	lent	suggestions,	criticism,	or	simply	encouragement.To	Arnold	Schoenberghimself,	whose	'work	so	richly	rewards	study	-	but	how	c:rn	we
describe	our	debt	to	himl	To	the	following	publishers	and	journals,	my	thanks	for	permission	to	quote	from	the	works	cited:	W.	Nevertheless,for	the	convenienceof	the	reader	who	wishes	to	consult	the	works	mentioned	or	cited	by	Schoenberg,	I	have	endeavored	to	document	them	as	unobtrusively	as	possible.A	few	of	the	books	were	simply
unavailablelmost	of	those	that	I	was	able	to	consult	are	not	generallyavailable.	It	is	probable	that,	in	such	abrupt	modulations,these,the	only	modulatory	chords	recommended(dominant	seventh	or	diminished	seventh	chords),	would	be	much	too	artless	and	primitive.	In	some	cases,	people	who	were	fired,	suspended	or	asked	to	take	a	leave	of	absence
don’t	qualify	for	unemployment.	Consequently,the	connection	that	gives	accessto	what	was	once	incomprehensibleis	always	finally	made.Whenever	one	hasunderstood,one	looks	for	reasons,finds	order,	seesclariry.	So	if	the	metaphor	is	correct,	'dominant'	would	be	another	name	for	the	fundamental,	since	something	then	of	secondary	importance
should	not	be	designated	as	governing	something	of	primary	importance.I	will	keep	the	expression,dominant,	however,	in	order	not	to	causeconfusionwith	new	terminology	and	becausethis	chord,	while	not	the	sovereign	of	the	key,	is	still	a	part	of	the	key,	of	its	upper	region,	of	its	upperdominantregion.It	should	be	mentioned	now,	however,	that	much
of	what	I	will	say	in	evaluating	the	degrees,i.e.	in	showing	their	capabilitiesfor	forming	progressions,chord	progressions,is	basedon	this	notion:	that	the	tonic	is	the	governor	and	the	dominant	is	the	governed.	9t	of	Baker'stranslation.]	t6	TEACHING	HARMONY	indeed	possible	to	learn	everything	this	way.	As	soon	as	possiblea	definite	purpose	will	be
given	to	eachassignment:to	establish,to	expressthe	key	-	i.e.	the	cadenceland	then	the	contrary:	to	leavethe	key	-	i.e.	modulation.	It	shouldbe	clear,then,	that	the	teacher'sfirst	task	is	to	shakeup	the	pupil	thoroughly.	They	are	expressedby	fractions	with	large	denominatorsland	as	it	requiressome	thought	to	say	whether	8/234	is	larger	or	smaller	than	4f
68o,becausea	mere	estimatecan	lead	one	astray,the	mere	estimatemade	by	the	ear	is	just	as	undependable.Efforts	to	make	use	of	'dissonances')	as	artistic	meansthus	the	more	remote	consonances(today	called	led	necessarilyto	many	an	error,	to	many	a	detour.	A	piece	in	which	such	an	intenseharmonic	crisis	is	manifestsurely	needsricher	and	more
complex	meansof	modulation.	In	his	later	textbookss	he	was	able	to	keep	his	theoretical	commentary	to	a	minimum	by	simply	referring	the	reader	back	to	his	earlier	work.	It	is	usable,however,	up	to	a	certain	point,	and	I	will	follow	it	that	far.	But,	whereasthe	distancebetweenthe	onrushing,	brilliant	insight	of	the	genius	and	the	ordinary	insight	of	his
contemporariesis	relatively	vast,	in	an	absolutesense,that	is,	viewed	within	the	whole	evolution	of	the	human	spirit,	the	advanceof	his	insight	is	quite	small.	Thus	the	pupil	learnsfrom	the	outset	to	use	the	meansat	his	command	to	the	greatestpossibleadvantage,	that	is	to	say,	he	learns	to	exploit	his	means	fully	and	not	to	use	more	of	them	than
necessary.Here	we	are	teaching	composition,	as	far	as	it	can	go	in	a	harmony	course.Yet	it	should	surely	go	that	far.	On	the	contrary,	we	should	be	satisfiedwith	this	pleasureas	perhaps	the	only	positive	result	ofall	our	trouble.	Besides,	coursesin	counterpoint	and	form	deal	in	a	much	more	appropriate	way	with	the	constructionof	parts,which	is	really
inconceivablewithout	motivic	activity,	whereas	for	chord	connection	not	much	more	is	required	than	to	avoid	unmelodic	voice	leading.	a	metaphor,	of	course	buierren"ro	th;r	;,	only	r;;";;'ffr""#:fi"'	dott	not	seem	t;ght	t:	me;	for	.l"i."riy'	r,**.,"r1*ff	ffi''#:H?,".'''":":"'f	T:lt;:*",trfr	L**li	toner-the	-tt	euint,	appearo	the	fifth	Spacing	the	Chords	t)	which	appears
earlier,	hence,	more	often.	xx	of	many	a	relative	or	demonstrative	pronoun	is	vague	in	the	original,	I	have	often	taken	the	liberry	of	replacing	such	a	pronoun	with	the	noun	or	phrase	to	which	it	most	likely	refers.	There	is	so	little	grandeur	in	the	sound	of	it,	if	the	teacher	tells	the	pupil	One	of	the	most	gratifying	means	for	producing	musical	form	is
tonaliry.	Although	this	rule	may	vary	by	state	at	times	due	to	special	circumstances	(like	a	global	pandemic),	the	general	rule	of	thumb	is	that	you’re	expected	to	pursue	work	leads	every	week	and	report	your	work	search	efforts	in	your	weekly	claim.Do	you	have	COVID-19-specific	questions	about	unemployment	benefits	and	stimulus	checks?	Such
unfruitful	and	time-wasting	labor	may	be	left	to	those	individuals	whose	ties	to	the	living	art	are	weaker	than	their	ties	to	the	theoretical.	see	Root	progressions	Third	tones,	zy	Thorough	bass:	.ceeBass,	figured	Tonaliry,	9,	27ff,	7o,	r27ff,	t5off,	r14,	zzzff,	185f,	387tr,	4zf	[author's]	footnote;	and	the	vagrant	chords,	247,	369f;	and	intermediate	keys,	z7r
footnote	-,	fluctuating	(schwebend),I28f,r53;	and	suspended	(or	cancelled	-	aufgehoben),	17o,	383{,394ff	Tone,	r9ff,	23ff,	1zor	38y;	dimensions	of,	3zt,	4zrf;	raising	and	lowering,	see	Chromaticism	and	Altered	chordsl	see	a/so	Doubling	and	Repetition	Tone	color:	seeTone,	dimensions	of	Tonic,	3zf	(see	Fundamental	tone)	-,	-dominant	harmonization,
299	-,	momentary	treatment	of	another	degree	as	(tonartmcissigausftihren):.see	Degree	Transposition,	modulation	to	the	third	circle	of	fifths	by	transposing	a	modulation	to	the	fourth	and	vice	versa,	zr7fl	ofcadencesr3o6	Triads,	primary	and	secondary,	26,	27)	3tf,	rz3f	(guidelines	for	their	use),	4z8f	[author's]	footnote,	r75ff;	diatonic,	J2;	connection
of,	38ff,	42ff,	7tff,	36off;	in	minor,	ggff,	r77,	rgr	(guidelines	for	the	use	of	the	artificial	minor	triad	[on	V]);	alterations	of,	35off;	inversions	of,	52ff,	2o5ff1	see	Sixth	chord	and	Six-four	chord;	-,	augmentedr	gg,	ro6f,	rz4	(guidelines	for	their	use);	16r	(modulation);	as	secondary	dominants,	r78,	38;;	arti6cially	augmented	(guidelines	for	their	use),	r9of,	in
tonal	(tonartmcissigausgejo7i	as	vagranr	chords,	ffiirt)	cad,encesr	t96,	zj8,	24tff,	z6o,2641	184;	seealso	Whole-tone	chords,	39r,	39zf	-,	diminished,	72,	46,	49ff,	rz4	(guidelines	for	their	use);	II	and	VII	in	minor,	gg,	roSi	as	secondary	dominants,	r77,	r9r	(guidelines);	r9r	(artificially	diminished);	zz;f	(relationships	to	the	minor	subdominant);	3o7	(in	tonal
Itonartm	The	lessgifted	or	those	gifted	in	other	ways	are	helpless,	since	their	training	dealt	merely	with	voice	leading;	and	they	never	learn	to	design	a	piece	of	music	whose	harmonic	construction	succeedsby	virtue	of	logical	progressions.	Now	if	the	correct	explanation	must	be	the	goal	of	all	inquiry,	even	though	the	explanation	does	almost	always
turn	out	to	be	wrong,	we	still	do	not	have	to	allow	our	pleasure	in	searching	for	explanation	to	be	spoiled.	the	courseof	instructionand	indicatesonly	thosethingsthe	pupil	must	unquesdonably	learn.s	Schoenbergintroduced	the	Guide	with	a	few	comments	of	his	own	(appearing	at	the	head	of	Stein's	Preface).	421-r.	obviously	the	range	of	solo	voices,
yes,	even	ofchoral	voices,	is	in	reality	larger	than,	perhapsdifferent	from,	that	indicated	here,	which	only	aims	at	a	fairly	cor.e.i	average.The	middle	register,	which	should	be	the	one	chiefly	used,	lies	a	fourth	or	a	fifth	from	the	highest	and	lowest	tones,so	that	we	have:	Soprano	Alto	Tenor	Bass	Of	coursethe	pupil	cannot	get	along	with	just	the	tonesof
the	middle	register	and	will	have	to	use	some	from	the	higher	or	lower	registers-	naturally,	at	first	only	the	adjacenttones,but	then	also	on	occasionthe	highest	or	lowest,	if	there	is	no	other	way.	As	does	'Life	Strindberg:	makes	everything	ugly.'	Or	Maeterlinck	'Three	quarters	of	our	brothers	[are]	condemned	to	misery.'	Or	Weininger	and	all	others
who	have	thought	srnestly.	I	myself	have	never	formally	studied	harmony	and	am	therefore	one	of	the	many	who	prove	that	possibiliry.	P.	z	and	correspondingtext.]	30	MAJOR	MODE:	DTATONIC	CHORDS	to	say	that	some	future	work	of	art	may	do	without	order,	clarity,	and	comprehensibility,	but	that	not	merely	what	we	conceiveas	such
deservesthesenames.	At	the	time	he	was	writing	the	Theoryof	HarmonySchoenbergwas	a	remarkably	productivepainter.Someof	his	paintingsarereproduced	in	JosefRufer,The	lVorksof	-	a	canlogueof	his	compositions,writings	andpaintings,	trans.	But	the	contradiction	is	only	apparent.For	if	I	about	show	that	this	or	that	chord	progressionis	to	be
explainedon	melodic	grounds,	it	is	in	fact	far	different	from	assigningthe	pupil	to	work	out	somethingmelodically	becauseits	origin	is	melodic	-	as	happenswith	passingtones,	changing	tones,	and	the	like,	which	would	long	ago	have	been	regardedas	chord	componentsif	the	systemof	non-harmonictoneswere	not	so	much	more	convenient.	Many
typographical	errors	which	in	the	first	edition	eluded	the	most	painstaking	correction,	especiallyin	the	examples,have	been	culled	out,	thanks	to	the	help	of	numerous	friends	and	pupils.	If	this	view	[of	the	nineteenth-cenrury	chemists]	has	now	been	superseded,we	owe	this	fact,	not	to	better	observations,	nor	to	better	perception,	nor	to	better
conclusions,	but	to	an	accidental	discovery.	Several	states	conduct	telephone	interviews	before	the	final	ruling	to	help	prevent	potential	unemployment	insurance	fraud.	What	lies	between	is	time.	He	may	very	well	be	called	a	master	carpenter,	but	this	is	more	a	designation	of	his	proficiency	than	a	title.	It	is	furthermore	clearly	q/rong	to	assignthe
pupil,	without	preparation,the	task	of	harmonizing	chorales;for	he	has	spent	most	of	his	time	merely	writing	parts	over	harmonic	progressions	whose	effectivenesswas	determined	by	someoneelse.	In	this	series	the	c	is	the	strongest	sound	becauseit	occurs	the	greatest	number	of	times,	and	becauseit	is	actually	played	or	sung	itself	as	a	fundamental.
Yet,	his	efforts	during	those	years	(c.	I	start	with	simple	phrases	whose	purposes	grow	along	with	the	pupil's	skill,	from	the	simplest	cadences,	through	modulation,	to	some	exercisesin	applying	the	skills	acquired.	ln	view	of	the	abundanceof	ideasand	the	great	amount	of	spacetaken	by	theoreticalderivationsand	justificationsof	harmonicphenomena,by
polemicalarguments,and	by	criticismsof	the	usualsystemof	instruction,the	useof	that	book	may	have	beeninconvenientfor	many	a	pupil	who	wantedmerely	to	learn	or	review	the	handicraftof	harmony,and	for	many	a	teacherwho	only	wanteda	facilesurveyof	the	It	leadsthrough	materialto	be	taught.T\is	Guideshould	remedythat	inconvenience.	Thus
instruction	may	proceed	historically,	by	making	the	connectionsbetweenwhat	was,	what	is,	and	what	is	likely	to	be.	Only,	in	roTcthe	chord	of	modulation	was	V,	here	it	is	VIL	In	Example	ro8e	the	III	of	G	is	used	as	the	modulatory	chord.
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